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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 3.30 pm, and read prayers.

MOTION - PRESIDENT, HON CLIYEG GRIFFITHS
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association - Executive Committee Chairman,

Appointment
HON IN'!. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [3.32 pm] - by leave:
I move, with much pleasure -

That this House extends its warmest congratulations to the President, Hon Clive
Griffiths, on his recent election at the General Conference to the position of Chairman
of the Executive Committee of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association.

This is not a motion which calls for lengthy comment. Mr President, it can be taken for
granted that your appointment to this important office is a matter of satisfaction not only to
members on this side of the House but to all members. The Commonwealth Parliamentary

-Association is a significant body for all of those who are concerned about parliamnentary
government and about the maintenance of proper standards of government. Moreover,
Mr President, the office which you have now attained is not simply a prestigious office but
one which is significant and will allow you to contribute in an important way to the work of
the association generally.

I am sure, Mr President, that you will find your work in your new position constructive and
interesting. I was clutching at other possible adjectives to use in this motion a few moments
ago and I thought about using words like difficult or challenging but, after your 13 years in
this Chamber presiding over our affairs, the work will probably be in the nature of light
relief.

Mr President, in extending the congratulations which this motion embodies, I assure you that
you have the best wishes of all members of this House who share your own pleasure at
attaining this high office.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.35 pm]: I
formally second the motion and join with the Leader of the House, IHon Joe Berinson, in
congratulating you, Mr President, on your recent election as Chairman of the Executive
Committee of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association. Mr President, your
appointment is indeed an international honour. Members who have studied recent
appointments of chairmen of the executive committee will know that the last Australian
chairman of that august organisation, from 1968-1970, was Hon Peter Howson, a former
Federal member of Parliament. He was also a member of the Federal branch of the
Australian Commonwealth Parliamentary Association.
It is now history that you, Mr President, have been a member of the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association since being elected to this Parliament in 1965. You have also
served as a joint President of the Western Australian branch and, until recently, were one of
three regional representatives for the Australasia and Pacific region.
Mr President, on behalf of members on this side of the House, I wish you well in this
important office. The Opposition extends its best wishes to you and trusts that you are
pleased to accept the honour that has been bestowed upon you, and that you will discharge
your duties with the integrity you demonstrate in discharging your duties as President of the
Legislative Council.

HON E.J. CHARLTON (Agricultural) [3.37 pm]: Mr President, on behalf of the National
Party I too join with the Leader of the House and the Leader of the Opposition in
congratulating you on your election to this high office. We all participate in one way or
another in the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, although some have the
opportunity to participate a little more than others at certain times. However, the National
Party very seriously and with a great deal of gratitude congratulates you on bringing
recognition to Western Australia by your election. The National Party is sure that you will
do your very best in this position.



HON J.M. BROWN (Agricultural) [3.38 pm]: Mr President, I too, in my role as Chairman
of Committees and Deputy President, extend my persona] congratulations to you on being
elected to the position of Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association. It is with a great deal of pleasure that I support the motion
moved by the Leader of the House and seconded by the Leader of the Opposition. In doing
so, I am mindful of the responsibilities that are now bestowed upon you for the three years of
your term. I am aware of what is required to fulfil the duties. Having participated in the
selection of the 1984 CPA Executive Chairman, I am aware that it is not an easy task for a
Western Australian representative to be successful in such an election - to be a member of
the executive committee was an achievement in itself. This is not only a further honour to
you. Mr President. but it also reflects on the Parliament of Western Australia, the Parliaments
of the Australasia and Pacific region and the entire Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association. I offer my sincere congratulations.
HON TOM STEPHEN'S (Mining and Pastoral) [3.40 pm]: I join other members in
extending my congratulations to you. Mr President, on your elevation to the position of. as
some say, the President of the World - or at least the President of the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association. I am disappointed in the way that your election to this position.
so far, has nor attracted (he media attention that it quite rightly deserves.
The work you have put into the CPA has been as a result of your commitment to the
principle of parliamentary democracy, and to the view that it is all very well for those of us
who are committed to these principles to be concerned when things go wrong, but the time
for action is when these problems arise, at the embryonic stage. I know that you,
Mr President, are of the view that one cannot wait to act until things go wrong in some
countries because the traditions, philosophies and style of Westminster government and
Parliament require constant work. I am aware of the enormous number of hours of hard
work which you. Sir, have applied to the association; that is. not just with the pleasure of
travel, but also with the grind of travel and the grind of work upon arrival. As a result of
your work I am sure that we will be able to take great satisfaction as Westminster
parliamentary traditions take root in various countries around the world, and as those
countries stay solidly within that tradition of respecting democratic values which are
enshrined in that system. I hope that you find your term to be a satisfying period, and I hope
that it will be of value not only to the whole association and to the branches of the
association, but also to us in Western Australia. I am sure that the period of your
chairmanship will see an increasing number of visits from our brother parliamentarians as
they come to Perth to see you; that can only be of great benefit to the State of Western
Australia as we have the opportunity to be the centre stage of the association, and the State
will be able to share in the honour bestowed upon you. Again. I extend my congratulations
to you, Mr President.
HON D.J. WORDSWORTH (Agricultural) [3.43 pm]: I join other speakers in
congratulating you. Mr President. on achieving the honour and distinction of being appointed
President of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association. As a representative of this State
at a CPA meeting at Westminster in 1974. 1 gained an opportunity to recognise the
significance of the association, and also to realise the number of countries which derive their
form of government through the Westminster system. It is not until we look at a map that we
realise how many countries belong to the CPA. I have returned today from a visit to Europe
and travelling with me in the delegation was the father of the House of Commons, whom
you. Nr President. would no doubt kn;ow. He said that it was most unfortunate that Australia
had put forward two nominations for the position because that meant that we had no hope of
being successful. No doubt he would have had a big shock upon returning to the House of
Commons, as others would have done.
Hon Tom Stephens: That indicates that our President knows something about lobbying!
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: Not only is he a good lobbyist, but also I noticed that he took a
wide brimmed Australian hat to the association conference - I have not seen him wear that
hat in this State but perhaps a wig is more appropriate to this place.

The CPA is an organisation in which smaller Parliaments are represented in an equal manner
to larger Parliaments. It is great that this State can compete with the Commonwealth of
Australia, and the nomination emanating from Canberra, and that our President can be
elected to the position of world president. I congratulate you. Sir.
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HON T.G. BUTLER (East Metropolitan) (3.45 Pmt]: I support tie motion and in so doing I
take you, Sir, back to the mid 1950s when you and I worked for W.T. Chamberlain Homes;
you worked as an electrical contractor and I worked as a painter and decorator. I remember
the many hours we spent over lunch, but I cannot recall our conversations ever predicting
that we would both finish up in this place or involving ourselves in politics to a sufficient
extent to bother entering Parliament. However, we did take up politics as careers and we
took different political courses. Nevertheless, we have always remained faithful to our roots,
and over the years I appreciate the support you have given to the budding industry and the
building trades.
I am sure that every member of this place believes that you richly deserve the honour
bestowed upon you. The impressive thing about you, Mr President, is your adherence to the
rules of this place and to the parliamentary process. We are aware of your full time support
for the CPA. The decision to elect you to this position was the right decision and I extend
my congratulations.
HON BARRY HOUSE (South West) [3.47 pm]: In comparison to previous speakers and
in view of the long traditions of the CPA, I have arrived on the scene only recently; however,
I was privileged to attend the recent CPA seminar held at the Cook Islands and Sydney,
which was attended by you, Mr President. and other delegates from Parliaments throughout
Australia and the Pacific region. At the seminar I was able to observe at close quarters the
work you did as the regional representative. I also observed the high esteem in which you
are held by the delegates through Australia and the Pacific region. I add my congratulations
to you. Mr President. I was aware of some lobbying you did behind the scenes - although
this was not outwardly obvious - and the work done in that regard was successful I am
delighted that you have won the support of the world body of the CPA. I am learning more
about this valuable and worthwhile body, which deserves our support. I wish you all the best
during your term in this position and add my support to the comments by other speakers
about this election bestowing a great honour upon the State of Western Australia.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [3.49 pm]: I support the motion. Having been a
member of this place for four years, I have seen the great things that you, Mr President, bring
to this job; these include a terrific interest in the young, emerging countries and their new
politicians and their membership of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association. Also, I
have admired the maimer in which you stick to the traditions in this House. You practice
what you preach. If you can convey that message to the new, emerging countries that have
not been democratic for more than 10 years, you will have done a wonderful job for the rest
of the world.
When I came here, CPA referred to Certified Practising Accountants in America. I saw it
referred to on booklets and was told what it meant in the parliamentary scene, never thinking
that the President of our House would become the head of that body.
Mr President, I congratulate you and wish you well. I hope you have a lot of fun doing the
job you have been elected to do.
HON MURIEL PATTERSON (South West) [3.51 pm]: Before I came to Parliament, I
did not know that the Commnonwealth Parliamentary Association existed. Since learning
more about it. I have realised what an honour has been bestowed upon you, Mr President. It
was with great pleasure that I heard the news.
I know you will carry out your duties with integrity and dignity. It is a just reward for your
devotion to the Westmidnster parliamentary system. I add my congratulations.
Question put and passed.

Statement by President
THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): I appreciate the Leader of the House moving
this motion. I do not consider that this honour has been bestowed on Clive Griffiths as much
as it has been bestowed on the Parliament of Western Australia. It will be of great benefit to
the people of Western Australia.
I have been in some elections in my time, but this was the toughest that I have ever
encountered. It was a very great honour for me to have the support of the delegates of
50 nations of the world who comprise the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association and
who represent nearly a quarter of the people of the world.
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There will be a lot of work to do. I appreciate the leave that ts House granted to me to
attend the meeting. I thank the Chairman of Committees for accepting the role of Deputy
President while I was away. He might have to do it again on a couple of other occasions.
I consider my appointment an honour for this Parliament and this State and I thank members.

PETITION - LEDA, WESTERN RIDGE

Residential Development Opposition

The following petition bearing the signatures of 87 persons was presented by Hon George
Cash (Leader of the Opposition) -

To the President and Members of the Legislative Council of the Parliament of
Western Australia in Parliament Assembled:-

We, the undersigned, believing that the land at Leda known as the western ridge
should be preserved in its natural state, and knowing that the land is owned by the
State urge that all necessary steps be taken to prevent this priceless public asset from
being developed for residential purposes.
Your petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[See paper No 570.]

PETITION - WEST LEEDERVILLE STATION

Loud Warning Bells Concern
The following petition bearing the signatures of 73 persons was presented by Hon Max
Evans -

To the Honourable The President and Members of the Legislative Council of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned citizens. are deeply concerned at the piercing and needlessly
loud warning bells installed at the West Leederville Station and similar pedestrian
crossings. These bells ring on an average of every ten minutes eighteen hours a day.
They can be heard at a distance of 200 metres when they need to be heard only a few
metres away. This constant ringing is highly aggravating and will adversely affect
property values.
We appreciate the need for a warning sound but ask that a non-carrying sound such as
the clicking noise used at pedestrian road crossings be substituted.

Your petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[See paper No 571.]

MOTION - SELECT COMMITTEE ON STATE INVESTMENTS

Estimates of Expenditure 1990-91 - Additional Finance
HON R.G. PIKE (North Metropolitan) [3.57 pm]: I move -

That the Clerk is hereby directed to inmmediately request the Premider and Treasurer,
Hon Carmen Lawrence MLA, to include in the estimates of expenditure of the
Legislative Council for 1990-91 an amount, additional to that already provided for, of
$720 000 to be applied to defray the costs of services to be provided to and for the
Select Committee on State Investments.

At this time, we are confronted with a very important question. Volcanic pressure is being
applied by the people of Western Australia to the Government. One can quickly recall the
organisations, including the Confederation of Western Australian Industry, the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, the Civil Service Association and others, which have called on this
Government to hold a Royal Commission. I associate myself with those requests as I have
indicated on many occasions in this House since the Premier made the decision, on the day
she introduced the McCusker report, not to have such an inquiry.
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The people have indicated that a comprehensive inquiry into Petrochemical Industries Ltd
and into Rothwells is a very small part of the WA Inc problem. When it was said in this
House previously that those matters are merely the tip of the iceberg, the comment was
made, correctly, that it was what was under the surface that would sink the Labor
Government.

The Government has embarked upon a limited inquiry. It is relying on the reputation of
Mr McCusker to give that inquiry credibility to which the Government is not entitled because
it is confusing the issue by making the inquiry a limited one. WA Inc is best described as
being all such transactions as have occurred since I March 1983 and such inquiry should
include the acquisition of and the involvement in Fremantle Gas and Coke Co Ltd, the
Argyle diamond venture, the Midland abattoirs and stockyard sale, the Perth Technical
College site in St George's Terrace, the St George's Terrace and all other property deals
including the sale and release of Crown land for development, the Rothwells rescue, the
proposed Kwinana petrochemical project, the Hurswood Casino development, the State
Government Insurance Commission investments and any other transactions which may or
may not yet have been disclosed or recognised or characterised as being part of WA Inc but
which contain elements of a similar nature to those which are so characterised, and also the
use of the State Government Insurance Commission and Corporation, the State Energy
Commission of Western Australia, the R & I Bank and the State Superannuation Board or
any other Government department or agency or instrumentality in order to facilitate such
transactions.

That is the proper and comprehensive definition of what WA Inc was all about. The Premier,
about a week later, in order to get maximum publicity and not as part of her report to the
Legislative Assembly or her statement regarding the McCusker report, advised the
Parliament and Western Australia generally that $6 million had been set aside for
Mr McCusker's limited - and I emphasise "limited" - inquiry. If one thinks about that, one
recalls that to date Mr McCusker has had up to -

Hon J.M. Herinson: That was not for an inquiry.

Hon R.G. PIKE: It was for a special investigation under section 276 of the Companies Code.

Hon J.M. Berinson: For action consequential on the inquiry.

Hon R.G. PIKE: We all know that it was an appointment made uinder section 216 of the
Companies Code. I recall, as no doubt the Attorney General does, the debate in this place
initiated by me in which I said the nature of the inquiry was too limited and that
Mr McCusker would not have unfettered power to follow the money trails generally in
regard to WA tInc. As I recollect with great clarity, at that time the Attorney General argued
that Mr McCusker would have sufficient authority. The fact of the matter, which is often the
case, is that when we were debating the matter we were both right. The Attorney General
was saying Mr McCusker had an unfettered authonity to pursue Rothweils, PICL or Connell,
as the case may be. That was correct. However, Mr McCusker says that he looked so far
and no further because his authority did not extend further.
One cannot argue, as I am sure the Attorney General will not now do, that that was not the
case. It seems to me with regard to the totality of this problem that only Parliament can
check on Parliament. We have a scenario where, thank God, the people at the last election
saw fit to elect a majority of members to this place belonging to the Liberal Party and the
National Party. In the other House 47 per cent of electors, because of the method of election,
voted in a Labor Government. I am not entering into a debate on that matter now as that can
wait until another time.

We do know - and this brings us to the nub of the matter - that Mr McCusker's appointment
by the Attorney General under section 276 of the Companies Code set him upon a limited
inquiry. We have seen the first report from that inquiry. We know also, do we not, that there
will be a series of prosecutions; and various people - rather like the French Revolution with
Carmen Lawrence taking the role of Madame Defarge and having a whole series of people
sent to the guillotine - getting back to the time of Nero, almost -

Hon B.L. Jones interjected.

Hon R.G. PUCE: The member should listen and hear the end of the history lesson. We will
get back to the time of Nero and bread and circuses. The real point is that we ought not to be
detoured -
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Hon J.M. Berinson: Is the member suggesting that prosecutions will be* launched
improperly?

Hon R.G. PIKE: The Attorney General has a right to reply, and can do so. I make the point
to him, so that he does not misunderstand what I am saying -

Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you aware of the independence of the prosecuting aiithorities9T

Hon R.G. PIKE: I am not suggesting anything. I am in the business of saying chat the
limited inquiry into Rorhwells, Connell and PICL upon which the Attorney General sent
Mr' McCusker and his 40 staff, plus the money being spent, plus the $6 million to be spent -

Hon J.M. Berinson: Pius questions that went beyond those limited matters.

Hon R.G. PIKE: I heard the Attorney General out, and he should hear the answer. I am not
suggesting that there is anything wrong or improper in that, and let the record be very clear
on that. Neither am I suggesting that the findings, developments or prosecutions that will
eventually result from that will be incorrect. I am suggesting that, if we can use the French
Revolution of 1792 as an example, all the Labor Government is doing is cutting off the head
of the Bourbon king and leaving the other Aristocrats alone; that is what I am suggesting-the
Attorney General is doing.
Neither the Attorney General in this place, nor his leader in the other place. should begin to
think that the Government has been successful in pulling the wool over the eyes of the people
by saying that the limited McCusker inquiry was enough. It is not enough. The CSA is
telling the Attorney General that: the Confederation of Industry is telling him that; and the
Labor unions - from memory the Collie Coal Miners Union and the Railways Union, if they
have not dissociated themselves from the Labor Party and cut off their many years of
association with it - are in the process of doing so because of the betrayal of their integrity by
the Labor p~asty in the Parliament and of the integrity of the people in Western Australia.
I return to the question before the House. At a time when an announcement has been made
that $6 million, plus God knows how many more people, will be given to Mr McCusker for
his limited inquiry -

Hon J.M. Berinson: It is not being allocated for that purpose at all. That is the second time
the member has said that and the second time he has been wrong.
Hon R.G. PIKE: For a special investigation -

Hon J.M. Berinson: That is wrong, too.

Hon R.G. PIKE: Under the Companies Code the Atorney General appointed Mr McCusker
to conduct - call it a special investigation or an inquiry, but I am telling him that the people
of Western Australia knew it to be a limited, pigeon holed inquiry: an inquiry which did not
look at the totality of WA Inc problems. That is the question I invite the Attorney General as
the Leader of the Government in this place to deal with when he answers this motion. The
rest of the stuff he is going on with is unadulterated Bovril. He knows he is misleading the
people in this place. We know it, half his supporters out there know it and that is what this
motion is about.

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon R.G. PIKE: Accordingly, given the quite proper and competent investigation already
conducted by members of the Select Committee on State Investments, I recently asked the
Clerk to resurrect that committee. I asked for his approval as the responsible officer under
the Financial Administration and Audit Act to re-engage Mr Steggall, of Coopers and
Lybrand, and Mr Pringle, QC, who is recognised as an outstanding corporate lawyer, hitherto
advisers to this committee, and asked whether we could proceed to have a committee
meeting. The Clerk advised me that as the Legislative Council's budget was in excess of
allocation at that time and that the Premier and Treasurer was refusing to authorise any
extension, he had to tell me fonmally he was unable to agree to the appointment of those
gentlemen to advise the committee.

I then took advice and the figure eventually produced to me as quite proper and conservative
to enable the upper House commnittee to properly and competently pursue its inquiry would
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be approximately $800 000. Members might contemplate that $6 million has been allocated
to Mr McCusker for his inquiry under the appointment made by the Attorney General.

Hon J.M. Berinson: For the fourth time, can I please register that that allocation is not for an
inquiry but for action.
Hon R.G. PIKE: We can call it action.

The PRESLDENT: Order! I want members to understand that while I have been away, I
certainly have not forgotten what the rules are. The rules are that in 20 minutes the time
allocated for motions will have disappeared, and I suggest to the member chat he ignore all
the interjections, talk to his motion and direct his con-uents to this Chair.

Hon R.G. PIKE: Thanc you, Mr President. The McCusker inquiry came out with a 381 page
report. We now have the McCusker action - to use the words of the Attorney General, to
save his interrupting again - which will be the consequence of his quite limited inquiry into
the problem.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Not nearly as limited as you attempt to portray it.

Hon R.G. PIKE: We will hear more about that in a moment when the Attorney General has
his opportunity. The Attorney should take notice of what the President says from time to
tunme.

I asked the Clerk to inform me of the amount of money that has been allocated by him in the
Budget for the WA Inc Select Comnittee. H~e informed me that he has allocated $80 000.
Therefore, this motion is asking for $720 000. Members should bear in mind that on
innumerable occasions, when questioned, I have said that should the Premier initiate a
proper, comprehensive Royal Commission into the totality of WA Inc, as described by me
earlier, then I would recommend to members in this place that the WA Inc Select Committee
be placed on hold and that the totality of the evidence and information given to that
committee be given to the Royal Comnmissioner in order to facilitate his investigation. That
single action by the Labor Government will remove instantly the need for this money to be
given to the Legislative Council as a special Budget item for a comprehensive inquiry into
the totality of WA Inc. So the question that comes back to the Labor Government in general.
and to the Premier in particular, is that it do what about 75 per cent of Western Australians
are asking it to do; that is, implement a comprehensive Royal Commission. Failing that
action, the upper House, as is its proper right and function as one of the Houses of this
Western Australian Parliament, will continue with its thorough investigation. I ask members
to support this motion.

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) (4.13 pm]: I support this motion, and make two
very simple points: First, this Legislative Council has decided that there wil be ant
investigation into certain matters, which have been set out in the committee's terms of
reference. We have only to compare those terms of reference with the terms of reference of
the McCusker inquiry to realise, first, that much remains to be investigated and that more
remains to be investigated than has already been investigated; and, second, that an enormous
amount of work needs to be done to conduct that investigation. On a number of occasions
the Attorney General has assured us of the vast resources that went into the McCusker
inquiry. They included the services of My McCusker, a very senior Queen's Counsel in this
State, other lawyers who were assisting him, as well as 14 members of staff from the
Corporate Mffairs Department. That was a substantial team of people, who worked for a
considerable time. In fact, M~r McCusker had to seek an extension of time because of the
volume of work he had to do.

It is clear that if this Select Committee is to carry out the work that has been assigned to it by
this House, and which it is obliged to do because this House has so resolved, it has an
enormous task ahead of it, and the members of the committee are conscious of that fact. I do
not know how much money was devoted to the McCusker inquiry - I am sure the Attorney
General would know - but the amount that we are talking about here is probably quite modest
when compared with that amount. The amount we are talking about here will probably not
be adequate to enable us to carry out our job properly but it will be a stant and it will enable
us io get an idea about the level at which we can enter into our investigations.

The second reason that we believe this motion should be passed relates to the relative
position of Government and Parliament in the granting of money. I have seen letters and
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opinions from people, who ought to know better, who have misunderstood the roles of
Parliament and Government. They have taken the view that Parliament receives an
appropriation from Government, and the Government gives Parliament money. However,
that view stands the whole parliamentary process on its head. Governments can only be
Governments because the Parliament. as the representative of the people, grants the
Government the money. Every year we in the two Houses of Parliament, on behalf of the
people of Western Australia, agree to grant to Her Majesty a certain amount of money by
way of Supply, and we appropriate that money to certain expenditures. The constitutional
process is that the Government is not the representative of the people. The Government,
under our constitutional democracy, carries out the role of the Executive. It actually governs
the people in the name of the Crown and on authority from the Parliament. So it is not that
this Parliament comes along to the Government, cap in hand, and asks the Government to
give it money. The true constitutional role of Parliament is to grant money to the
Government.

Unfortunately, all too often the roles of Government and Parliament are forgotten because as
part of' the process we allow, first, the Government to request moneys. The Constitution Act
provides that the appropriation of moneys must be requested by the Crown. So it is
necessary here that the Government request these moneys. Second. the Parliament must
appropriate these moneys. We should recognise a bit more readily when we are dealing with
the appropriations of Parliament that it is not for the Government to say what Parliament
should have but for Parliament to say what the Government should have. This motion, when
seen in that light, is an extremely reasonable one. The figure that I have mentioned is a
modest one when we consider the amount of work to he done. It should be sufficient to
enable us to make a good start on the very wide inquiry that has been put before the
committee. I sincerely hope that the money will be wisely used and that we will give good
value to the Parliament.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Doug Wenn.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT -LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Stretch. Hon W.N. - Pendal. Han P.G.

On motions by Hon Margaret McAleer, resolved -
Thai leave of absence for eight sittings of the House be granted to Hon W.N.
Stretch (South West) and Hon P.G. Pendal (South Metropolitan) on the ground of
public business overseas.

MOTION - LEGISLATION COMMITTEE
Bills Referral - Legislative Assembly Appearance

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [4.20 pmj: I move on behalf of Hon Garry
Kelly -

That the following message be transmitted to the Legislative Assembly -

The Legislative Council requests the Legislative Assembly that in order to
facilitate the work of the Legislation Commuittee, the Legislative Assembly
will be pleased to grant leave generally so as to enable any member of that
House who so wishes (including Ministers of the Crown) having charge of a
Bill to appear before and give evidence to the Legislation Committee where
that Bill has been referred to the committee for its consideration and report.

This rnotion is brought at the direction of the Legislation Committee and arises out of matters
that were adverted to in the report of the Legislation Committee on the Criminal Code
Amendment (Incitement to Racia Hatred) Bill. At paragraphs 18 and 19 of that report it was
raised by the committee that the process of discussion between the committee and the
persons responsible for promoting the Bill was an extremely valuable process to the
committee in order to arrive at a sensible solution where there were differences over the Bill.
We had probably the best example of how well we were able to deal with the problems that
arose when we had the Attorney General before the committee during the two Bills upon
which he appeared before us - the Criminal Law Amendment Bill and the Acts Amendment
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(Contributions to Legal Aid Funding) Bill. The ability to discuss the matter directly with the
Attorney General meant that the time of the committee was far better spent. We found that
when the Attorney General was not there we tended to speculate to some degree on why a
particular provision had been included and what exactly was intended to be achieved by it, if
we could not detect that from the second reading speech or any other notes we had. It is. of
course, the principle of the committees that these questions not be directed to the permanent
officers of the department.
We were also mindful of the fact that many of the Bills which come to this House are derived
from the other House and the person principally responsible for that Bill is in the other
House. An example of that was the Criminal Code Amendment (Incitement to Racial
Hatred) Bill, which, although it was a Criminal Code amendment Bill, was one where the
Minister principally handling it was in the other F-ouse. We found it extremely difficult to
handle the Bill in what we felt was an appropriate manner without being able to deal directly
with the Minister. To overcome that problem it seemed that it would be better, rather than
asking the Ministers in this House to appear before the committee - although we would be
very happy for them to do so - to have the Minister in the other House appear before the
committee. This, for a start, takes some of the burden off the Ministers in this House.

Hon J.M. Berinson: You have my attention, Mr Foss!

Hon PETER FOSS; [ think we are all mindful of the fact that there is a large number of
Ministers in the other House who share between them the work from only three Ministers in
this House, but only three Ministers in this House share the work of the 13 in the other
House. It does not take a great deal of mathematics to work out that the burden on the
Ministers in this House is far in excess of the burden on the Ministers in the other House.
Without wishing to seem partial in any manner, I believe the load with regard to particular
Bills is heavier in this House, because I believe there is a tendency in this House to go into
more detail and to demand mare of Ministers in debate than is demanded of Ministers in the
other House. Quite properly, I think, it has been the case for many years that the Ministers in
this House have been subject to a far more gruelling examination as to the content of a Bill
and the reasons for it than they ever seem to get in the other place.

With the combination of those mathematical bases and the far more detailed treatment that
this House gives to legislation, I believe it really is expecting an awful lot of our Ministers in
this House if we expect them to be as fully conversant with a Bill as would be the Minister in
the other House. It seems more sensible that thar Minister should have an opportunity to
appear before our committee and to argue with us. It is a very valuable contribution which
can be made by the Ministers to discuss The Bills with us, and it is something which we
should not miss. It has the potential to be one of the most useful pans of the process of The
Legislation Committee in working towards legislation which is satisfactory.
As you will note, Ms President, the motion is not confined merely to Ministers of the Crown
but goes further, to allow any member of the House who introduces legislation and wishes to
appear to do so. At the same time as we are moving in regard to Ministers, it seems sensible
to allow any other member who introduces a Bill of the other House who wishes to appear to
do so. The way the committee works is to allow an opportunity for everybody to have input
to the legislation and to date it has worked very weUl.

I urge the House to support this motion to enable it to further the efforts of the Legislation
Comrmirtee.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Doug Wenn.

MOTION - CENTRAL PARK DEVELOPMENT
Westralia Square - Business Dealings Documents Tabling

HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [4.26 pm]: I move -

That this House requires the Attorney General to table the following documents
within two sitting days from the day on which this order is passed by the House -

(a) the put option held in 19819 by Esjay over its 50 per cent interest in the Central
Park Development by which agreement Esjay was entitled to require the
Governiment Employees Superannuation Board to purchase the Esjay interest
in the project;,
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(b) copies of the following State Government Insurance cheques Nos 25994 to
25999 inclusive, together with the payment vouchers and other authorisation
documents relating to the respective cheques which were drawn during
November 1987; and

(c) the guarantee agreement in respect of the Westralia Square land held by Skeat
Pty Ltd and Sharland Pty Ltd which agreement supports the payment of an
amount of $180 million or thereabouts to be paid to the Government
Employees Superannuation Board and the State Government Insurance
Commission.

On I May, the first sitting day of this House for this year, certain papers were tabled
regarding business transactions done by the Government Employees Superannuation Board
and the State Government Insurance Conmnission. From those papers, and from reading
those papers, other things have arisen which make us ask further questions in respect of
matters which have not been brought up in the accounts of these bodies. We are requesting
this information to clarify very important matters of principle and legal matters with respect
to deals done by this Government. That is reason for putting forward this motion, and there
may be some more coming forward in the near future.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Doug Wenn.

HERITAGE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 20 September.
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan) (4.30 pm]: In supporting the Bil I will draw
the obvious analogy between the initiatives on heritage matters taken in Fremantle, which I
represent, and what has happened in the Perth central business district. Over many years
Fremantle has had a conscious policy to preserve heritage buildings within its precincts, and
it has been very successful. Compare that with Perth. where many buildings which were
considered to be part of our heritage have disappeared. Many buildings have been destroyed,
some building facades remain, but very few buildings remain intact. The legislation gives us
the opportunity to extend the benefits of preserving our heritage to other parts of the State.
Fremantle is an example which should be built upon.

Many areas of our "built' heritage need to be preserved. We must look at this legislation as a
basis for preserving our heritage. It does have some shortcomings. It deals only with our
'built' heritage and not our natural heritage or our Aboriginal heritage, which are dealt with
in other pieces of legislation. This legislation covers only a narrow band of our heritage.

Previous comments suggested that the issue of compensation for property and its value to the
individual should be considered. Property and its value to the community is central to what
we are discussing. The difficulty which we face in this Chamber and in the other place has
been the divergence of opinions about property. Hon Peter Foss sees property as very much
the domain of the individual. I speculate that those of us on this side of the House see
property very much the domain of public interest, particularly our cultural heritage.

I will draw a few analogies to highlight my argument. Hon Peter Foss suggests we should
pay compensation to those who contribute to the public good and, in this case, to our cultural
heritage. Many people - farmers, trade unionists and the average person in the street -
contribute to the common good of our society and do not expect compensation. To start a
precedent where compensation is paid to chose who contribute to the public good would be
very dangerous. I amt surprised at the argument put forward by members opposite. As
members of the Liberal Party in the 1988 referendum about compensation for public
purposes and whether the State Government should be compelled to pay compensation, the
conservatives urged the people of this State to vote no, which they obligingly did. I find that
in this rather short turnaround of two years the position of the Liberal Party - maybe not of
all the conservatives parties in this place - is at odds with where it stood 18 months ago.
Politics does not necessarily breed consistency of political position, but the Liberal Party
should consider its stand in this matter more realistically than has been the case. It could be
said that, 'in another analogy, I will draw a long bow - I will be the first to concede that.
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Hon N.F. Moore: That is not like you.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: No, not like me at all. I will take the example of the key value of
property and the issue of real property versus personal property. The debate today is similar
to the debate which occurred in the United States of America 240 years ago. At that time
those who owned real property, slaves, wanted to be compensated for the loss of their real
propertly.

Hon NPF. Moore: You are right about the long bow.

Hon JOHN 1-ALDEN: It is an interesting concept. The only real difference is that between
real property and personal property, and whether we should compensate people for the loss
of personal property. That debate and the war which resulted in the United States 240 years
ago made a clear statement that the people of that country thought that, when the common
good prevailed, people should not receive compensation for the loss of their property, be it
real or personal.

Hon N. F. Moore: There is a bit of a difference between somebody's house and somebody's
slave. It is a silly argument.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon Norman Moore has missed the point of the argument.

Hon N.F. Moore: There is no similarity between the two items.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The member must make the intellectual step of going from where
one was to where one wants to be. Our cultural heritage is not something that is exclusively
the domaixfof any person. It is exclusively the domain of the community.

Hon Peter Foss: Is it immoral to own a house?

Hon JOHN HALDEN: Not at all.

Hon PeterFoss: The point is that it is immoral to own a slave.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: It seems that everybody wants to contribute at this moment.

Hon N.F. Moore: I just wa~ted to help you along.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Tha t is all right; I am quite happy. The issue of whether we need
heritage legislation must be looked at not only in the areas I have alluded to, but also in
others. There are those who advocate compensation-

Hon Peter Foss: We have compensation in the Act. Do you know that?

Hon JOHN HALDEN: Yes; by virtue of the Public Works Act, and we will still have that.
Some keen conservationists in our society advocate that heritage legislation is not
appropriate, and that it tends to narrow our focus on specific buildings, natural phenomenon
or Aboriginal areas or artefacts and that the rest is forgotten. In my opinion, this legislation
is important because it is one key element in the armoury of legislative devices that we have
to protect ourculhural. heritage. Without this legisl ation there is a gaping hole in the existing
legislation. In every State in this country similar legislation exists. In no other State is the
concept of compensation contemplated. Individual compensation would write into the
legislation a whole series of problems, whkh I willI go into later.

The Heritage Bill has its origins in the South Australian legislation,. and like that legislation it
has both voluntary and cooperative provisions such as heritage agreements and compulsory
provisions.

This legislation is based on the Heritage Comnmission Act 1975 which has no compensation
or compulsive provisions whatsoever. The principal objective of the Heritage Commission
Act was to identify and conserve-places of cultural heritage significance, to facilitate
development which is in harmony with cultural values and to promote public awareness of
cultural heritage. That legislation, like this Bill, predominantly focused on our built-in
environment. Thbis Bill concentrates on the historic, scientific and social significance of
various "built" sections of our environment.

The Bill proposes, under clause '5, to establish a Heritage Council with a membership of six.
The members will be selected from nominations made by the National Trust, building
owners and local government. The other three people will be selected from persons
nominated by the community. It is clear that the committee will be representative of a broad
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section of the community which is interested in this mailer. it cannot be said that the
Government is trying to preclude any sector from having an input to that committee.
The Heritage Council will be required to compile and maintain a Register of Heritage Places.
The register will be made available to the public, local authorities and others involved in
making decisions about planning and development. It will not -in any way cause any great
problems and it is a reasonable process in which such a council should be Involved. The Bill
outlines the procedure for making entries in the register and how items can be deleted from
the register. A significant part of the Bill, beside the mechanisms of it, is the actual heritage
agreement. The Heritage Council, public authority or a corporate body may enter into
voluntary agreements in order to facilitate the conservation of heritage places. Heritage
agreements may include covenants which run with the land and matters such as the use of
land or its buildings, the use of grants, the provision of technical assistance, fees and charges
or construction works. A memorial will be entered on the title of any land affected by a
heritage agreement. Before concluding a heritage agreement the Minister may require public
consultation. That is the first voluntary agreement that can be entered into under this
legislation.
The Minister may make a conservation order to provide special protection to a place,
whether or not the building is registered. In urgent circumstances one of two types of
conservation orders may be made very quickly - a consent order or a stop work order. A
stop work order is different from a consent order and can be effective for 42 days. It will
enable negotiations to take place in terms of development conditions and may be extended,
not by the Minister but by the Town Planning Appeals Tribunal. Other conservation orders
are made after formal notification of owners, public advertising and consideration of
submissions. The orders may cover matters such as fossicking, excavation, demolition,
damage or alteration. One can only presume from the silence in the House that none of that
causes great problems to members opposite. It is fair to say there would be a consensus
about those matters. I do not see that anything to which I have referred, apart from
compensation, causes great problems.
The council will have the ability to deal with restoration orders. Contravention of a
conservation order may lead to an order being made for the restoration of a place or payment
for the restoration of such a place. In the event of failure to comply with a restoration order
the Heritage Council may enter the land, restore the place and recover the cost. It has been
highlighted by way of interjection that there have been acts of, if I can be so bold to say it,
vandalism to heritage buildings in the State. It is not beyond our ability to recall instances
where developers have gone to a building early in the morning or late at night and
demolished it and this has caused public concern. In many cases it has resulted in a public
outcry and that sort of vandalism cannot be tolerated, nor should it be, by any sensible
Parliament. The penalties in the proposed Bill are steep and a fine can be as high as $10 000
and imprisonmient can be for up to two years. Another provision is for daily penalties for
continued offences to range to as high as $1 000 per day.
Under the Bill there is a provision to enable a person to request a moratorium on
development and if it is granted it can last for up to 10 years. Of course, that would apply in
certain circumstances and if members read the Bill they will be acquainted with those
circumstances.
The legislation creates a close link between the register and normal planning processes.
Local authorities and other decision making bodies must refer development and planning
proposals affecting registered places or places which are the subject of conservation orders to
the proposed Heritage Council. All other normal town planning procedures such as time
limits and appeal provisions, except at the time of extension, may be granted by way of a
building licence. The Heritage Council will not usurp the decision making powers of
Ministers or local councils. It will be an advisory body with the responsibility to ensure that
decision makers take the heritage value of buildings into account.

A significant power in the Bill is the power of acquisition. The legislation provides for
compulsory acquisition of certain buildings, using the provisions under the Public Works
Act, in circumstances where the Minister believes it is necessary to ensure their conservation.
This provision will only be used as a last resort and if one refers to existing Acts and
precedents Australia-wide, they will find that has been the case.
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I could not speak to this Bill without addressing the issue of compensation. I do not intend to
necessarily avoid that matter. At the beginning of my speech I raised the subject of property
and the difference of opinion between members on this side of the House and members
opposite. 1 did draw the political and social analogies. It is also appropriate to look at the
existing law in relation to these matters. I take this opportunity to acquaint members with
some of the existing law to allow them to consider an alternative viewpoint to that put by
Hon Peter Foss. The World Heritage Properties Conservation Act 1983 makes provision
under section 17 for the acquisition of property on just termns by reference to
paragraph 5 1(xxi) of the Australian Constitution. No comparable provision is to be found in
the major national heritage legislation, the Australian Heritage Commission Act of 1975. No
doubt exists that that Act played an advisory and educative role and was seen as an
appropriate role for the establishment of the then Heritage Commnission. Constitutional
capacity of the Commonwealth to deal with land use and conservation, and environmental
heritage matters, is a matter about which there has been some difficulty and there still
remains some argument.
Hon N.E. Moore: How do you understand the words "just terms"?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: How does anyone understand them? I do not think "just terms" is an
open ended arrangement. That is the basis of our debate. It is relevant to perhaps what was
240 years ago and what is now;, that is the line I am trying to draw.
Hon N.E. Moore: It is in the Constitution, as Hon John Haiden rightly pointed out.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is "just terms" in a l900s sense. In terms of social values it is
likely to have changed considerably. I have said before, and repeat, that Hon Peter Foss
tends to have a social and political philosophy that came out of the early Victorian age. That
was reflected in the comments he made in this House about this matter.

Hon N.E. Moore: The member sounds like a socialist at times, I thought they were out of
fashion now the Labor Party is into privatisation and things like that. The member is
obviously holding on to some of the ideas he had previously.

Hon JOH-N HAJLDEN: I do not want to be diverted from the issue before us as it needs to be
addressed. Hon Peter Foss raised the issue of socialism on a number of occasions. I do not
believe the Government has any socialistic cross to bear in this matter in the traditional
sense. In fact, I believe that the argument put by members opposite about the socialistic
intent of this legislation is just a smokescreen. What we have here is the Opposition pantics'
perpetual desire to preserve the old capital values of property. Property remains the key to
their political philosophy. It is the political philosophy of the 1830s and 1840s which
prohibited the great mass of people from voting because they did not own property. That is
the key to their political philosophy. Those values have changed.

Hon N.F. Moore: The Labor Party is in the business of flogging off public property now;
that is what it had the meeting about yesterday.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: We are talking about personal property, not public property.

Hon N.E. Moore: The Labor Party used to believe in public property; now it does not.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is why the legislation is before us. It talks about public as well
as private property. What we are talking about here is private property.

Hon N.F. Moore: Surprise, surprise! You have seen the light!

Hon JOHN H-ALDEN: We will see when we vote on this Bill who has seen the light. It has
been a smokescreen. There is nothing socialistic about heritage legislation. It is not that.
What is challenged here is something that goes to the very heart of the value system of
conservatism's political dogma or theory;, that is why there is so much debate about the issue
of compensation. It has been pointed out in a number of ways that compensation is an
immensely difficult issue to calculate. How will we calculate compensation?
Hon Norman Moore has succeeded in getting me off my speech.
Hon N.F. Moore: Have I hurried it?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No, I will go back to the other pant later. When we look at the issue
of compensation we ask: How will we calculate it? If the market is depressed, or buoyant.
how do we calculate the cost of a conservation order or agreement placed on a house?
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Hon N.E. Moore: It is not beyond the wit of man, l am sure.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: Will we have the political and economically stupid concept that if a
house were to accrue value we would then as a Government of any political persuasion seek
compensation from the owner? Of course we would not! Itris politically untenable, and we
all know that. It is likewise, if one has any basic concept of the issue of public good or
common good, that one cannot have the reverse. The only social-political theory that allows
one to entertain that concept is if one's social and political theory is based on property and
the mid-nineteenth century. Once one gets past that and looks towards what is being asked
for in this Bill one finds that it is not great. There is to be no great use of acquisition orders.
All we are saying is that there will be no abolition of buildings that we need to protect, and
God knows we need that!

From that list comes provision to protect buildings in certain ways. We are talking about
protecting them from demolition, from people fossicking around them, and from severe
alterations. We are not talking about restricting people in the way they choose to live in
them. Weare not saying that they cannot cook in the kitchen, entertain in the dining room or
sit on the front lawn; no one is saying that. However, we want compensation paid because
we recognise that the building is part of our heritage and is intrinsically part of the common
wealth of every individual in this State. I do not chink the impost, if one could call it that, of
asking people to retain a building that has been gazetted is great. Even if one goes to the
extreme case of acquisition, provision exists for safety, the same provision that has existed
for a long time. Even in that process safeguards are provided for people which allow them to
question what they will receive as compensation. Those provisions have existed in our
Statutes since 1902. 1 do not think that what we are proposing here is outrageous by any
means.

The issue of compensation arose in another well publicised event not many years ago relating
to the Tasmanian dams case where one of the Judges. Judge Dean, put a worthwhile
argument chat any law which prohibits the control of a particular use or act upon property
does not constitute an acquisition of such property, and that the extinguishment or
deprivation of rights in relation to property does not involve acquisition. He developed a
new concept called, 'The restrictive covenant," as he defined it. He said that in cases of a
severe curtailment of the use and enjoyment of property which aniounted.to the acquisition
of property, and where it indefinitely precluded the development of an improvement on the
site, the erection of a building or substantial structure, the cutting down of trees, the
establishment of vehicular tracks or any works being carried out, he believed there had been
an acquisition of the property and on that basis compensation could be paid.

Judge Dean's fellow judges on the bench disagreed with him totally in the first matter but
agreed with the latter. The World Heritage Properties Conservation Act prescribes
compensation only to the extent required in paragraph 51(xxxi) of the Constitution. No
compensation is payable where impairment to the use and enjoyment of property which does
not constitute an acquisition occurs.

[Questions %vithoul notice taken.]
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Prior to question time I was canvassing the issue of compensation
which has been put forward by the Opposition. The Heritage Bill has proposed that
compensation would accrue in four areas. One is through the acquisition of property, which
is referred to in clauses 69 and 72. The matter is dealt with by virtue of reference to the
Public Works Act and the compensation contained in that Act. The second is through
clause 29 of the Billwhere agreements are entered into voluntarily between the Crown and
the owner or occupier of the property. It is difficult to see why compensation should be
brought into vogue when it is a voluntary agreement.
The third area concerns clause 32 of the Bill, which deals with assistance for technical and
other matters for people who enter into heritage agreements. Entry onto the register is a part
of clause 44 of the proposed Bill and is comparable to the Federal Heritage Commission Act.
The question of compensation for adverse economic effect cannot arise at this juncture
because no property has been affected by the listing. Entry is merely a public
acknowledgment and documentation that a place has heritage or cultural value. Itris difficult
to gauge whether entry onto such a list would be negative in terms of property value.
Evidence suggests that such a listing could well be positive. I do not think that any of us
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wants to go into the furphy of getting private landowners to give compensation back to the
Government. That suggestion by Hon. Peter Foss has no value because no Government of
any political persuasion would go down that pat

The fourth area where compensation might come into effect is with conservation orders.
Under clause 55 the Bill allows the Minister to make conservation orders. Clause 71 states -

No compensation is payable to any person, and no action lies, by reason only of the
making of a Conservation Order under this Act ...

That clause is very reasonable and goes to the heart of why we want such legislation. If it is
deemed necessar-y to protect a property from what might be wanton vandalism or
development, it seems appropriate that we would not pay compensation for such action. The
question of compensation in my opinion revolves around whether we should be paying
compensation for the removal of the so-called right to destroy our heritage. It has a fairly
obvious answer, and the rest is really a smokescreen and a political theory of a bygone era.
We have debated in other pieces of legislation that we do noc need compensation in regard to
our natural heritage, but seemingly our built heritage has a far more intrinsic dollar value and
is therefore far more important to some people in our community than other elements of our
heritage. Members can accept my subjective statement about whether we should pay
compensation to stop people destroying our heritage or they can look at the effect of that
compensation. The lb-st consideration is the practicality. How do we measure compensation
in the economic climate, in terms of the different property values from one suburb to
another? How do we measure the different property value of houses built in one era as
opposed to another era? How do we measure the state of one house when compared with the
state of another? Those are difficult and volatile questions.
Hon D.J. Wordsworth: Instead you do nothing.

Hon JOHN H-ALDEN: F am not suggesting we do nothing. We must protect our cultural
heritage. We are doing something very real.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: Confiscating it!

Hon T.G. Butler interjected.
Hon JOHN 1-ALDEN: Hon David Wordsworth goes to the extremely stupid position -
which is always his wont - where he says we do nothing, or that we confiscate it. Of course
that is not the case. Thai has proven not to be the case. If this debate is to continue in those
sorts of emotive ways one wonders what the fate of this very worthwhile piece of legislation
will be. In this area this State is a decade and a half behind the rest of the country, and from
the statements of the honourable member who just spoke it is no wonder.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: Hon Tom Butler just spoke.

Hon JOHN 1-ALDEN: Another matter in regard to compensation is its affordability. If we
start paying compensation how many properties will we put on the List? [s the extent of the
list going to be compromised by the amount of compensation we might have to pay? If that
will be our primary consideration the heritage list, which in many cases is voluntary and does
not require any compulsion, is worthless because it will not be extensive enough. It will not
cover the very thing that we wanted it to.

The question of equity must be answered. How does one evaluate compensation for
providing social good? That is not a possibility. A Government cannot provide
compensation for social good. Most people provide social good in one shape or another
because they want to; they feel a commitment to our society.
We would be building in a necessity for people who want compensation to litigate. It has
been suggested that there would not be that much litigation or that the amounts involved
would be minimal. However, we may find that any tribunal set up to arbitrate on these
matters would be inundated with claims to test the water and with solicitors seeking a
loophole in the Act to make the big win for their clients.
If, as has been suggested. the amounts are to be minimal, why are we spending all this money
in the first place? The half furphies put about by the Opposition are not the real reason. The
reason is based on the Opposition's need to protect property arid on its conservative value
system which is outdated and outmoded in every other State in this country. It could also be
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quite easily argued that paying compensation would be a disincentive to the preservation of
heritage because that impost would be a burden on our Financial resources. The impost is
based upon the premise that the Government should stop people destroying their heritage.
Do members believe that, in this day and age, people will have to pay for chat right? The
Opposition sits in stony silence, yet it proposes that people must pay for the right to preserve
their heritage? That is an outrageous proposition. I do not believe members opposite believe
in that proposal any more than is necessary to protect certain small segments of their
constituencies.
People's rights should be considered in relation to this Bill. The argument about rights is
perpetuated by those opposite; the very people who, in 1988, on the issue of compensation
and the Federal Constitution, urged people to vote against the right to receive adequate
compensation. Now the Opposition says people should receive compensation. Why has it
done that? Members opposite have done that because they have changed their position.
They are suiting another sector of their political constituencies. All members do chat; but
members opposite cannot expect to escape having that fact pointed out to them. For what
rights are the members arguing compensation should be paid? As I said before, people's
rights to live in their house, to eat at their dining room table or to sit in their lounge room will
not be affected. The Government is simply saying people have an obligation to preserve
Australia's heritage.
Hon Derr ick Toil inson: At whose cost?

Hon JOHN HALDEN: At nobody's cost.
Hon Derrick Tornilinson: Who will pay for it?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The benefactors will be every person in this Stare because they are
entitled to a common, cultural heritage.
Hon Derrick Tomldinson: Will all the benefactors pay for the cost of maintaining those
buildings?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: They will more than likely pay for it through consolidated revenue.
Provision is made for those things.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Are you saying there will be compensation?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No, the member will not trap me on that point. Certain provisions
exist to assist in the maintenance of Australia's cultural heritage. I have quoted the clause in
the Bill, I cannot make the matter any clearer.
Hon T.G. Butler: Surely the owner would maintain them.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is rare for me to refer to comments by Hon Phillip Pendal, but as
the Liberal spokesperson who has said most about heritage, the matters he has raised in this
place and in his alternative Bill deserve comment. His Bill is deficient in a very important
area. Clause 36 of the Government's Bill states that the Minister can grant concessions to
modify' building by-laws, for example, to facilitate heritage conservation.

[Leave granted for the member's time to be extended.]
Hon T.G. Butler: Would you satisfy Mr Wordsworth and tell him the Government won't
take his house?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Yes, if that will make him happy; he can then go back to reclining.
Hon Kay Hallaban: T'hat is what half the members of the Opposition want, I think.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Minister raises an important issue; that is a correct statement.
Clause 36 is significant because it allows concessions to be made to facilitate the
preservation of our culture. This has been supported by organtisarions like the Building
Owners and Managers Association. Hon Phil Pendal's Bill is deficient in that area. He
suggested Western Australia should follow Victoria's example of keeping two heritage lists;
one of Govemnment owned buildings and one of privately owned buildings. The two separate
registers in Victoria developed by accident. The Government list was developed first and
after the proclamation of the historic buildings legislation, private buildings were included on
another list. However, the Government envisages - I believe it is appropriate - that one
register should exist in Western Australia including Government and private buildings.

In conclusion. I refer to the points raised earlier in my speech: There is no doubt that a
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heritage Bill is important in identifying specific areas of Western Australia's built
environment which need protection. At very least, it will ass ist in the recognition of those
important areas and the protection of those buildings. It is also a mechanism for controlling
the activities that rake place in and Mround those buildings. However, the argument exists
that the legislation provides a museum approach; that is. it covers a very narrow band of
heritage. The answer to that argument is that the heritage legislation is one component of an
arsenal of legislation which needs to be available to a community to protect its natural and
built heritage. Ultimately, a decision must be made about whether Parliament will grant to
the people a right that has existed to every other person in the Commonwealth for nearly
15 years. Australia has a proud tradition of participation in cultural and natural international
heritage treaties. I have a list of about 10 treaties that have been entered into.

It is incumbent upon this Parliament to pass a reasonable piece of legislation which is by no
means draconian; it is fair and equitable and touches the essence of whether members of
Parliament are prepared to grant the people of this State the right to endure their cultural
heritage. By defeating the Bill, or significantly amending it to the point of being ridiculous -
compensation will cause that to happen - members opposite are saying they are not prepared
to grant that heritage right to their constituents. That would be a great tragedy, but be it on
the heads of those people who make chat decision. I support the Bill.
Debate adjourned until a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Hon Tom Helm.

[Continued on page 5566.1
MOTION - BELL GROUP SHARES

National Companies and Securities Commission Inquiry - Documents Tabling

Debate resumed from 19 September.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [5.50 pml: I want to
refer firstly to the circumstances which led to the adjournment of the debate last week with
the effect that we are proceeding with the debate today. The adjournmrent after the motion
was moved last week came only after much to-ing and fro-ing. To the extent that the
adjournment was eventually agreed so as to accommodate the fact of my absence, I should
acknowledge and appreciate the courtesy, and I do so.

On the other hand, I must draw attention to what I believe to be an important question of
principle; that is, in my view all except purely procedural motions should be adjourned after
introduction, unless the other side agrees to proceed forthwith. The reason is precisely the
same as applies to the adjournment of second reading speeches alter introduction; that is, the
need to give members opposite the opportunity to present a considered response. The
tendency by the Opposition in recent times to move a motion and then bore on with the
debate at once is, I think, a bad tendency and one which I encourage the House not to pur sue.
There is also something to be said for more flexibility with the timetables which have
become fashionable as a part of the motions. We used to call for the tabling of papers within
a week or three days; that has now come down to two days. At the rate we are moving, a
motion will be moved calling for them to be tabled forthwith. That is not a practical way of
proceeding and, even though this does not come directly to the present debate since the
adjournment was eventually agreed, I put that as a general principle which I will continue to
argue and which I hope the Opposition will accept.

In the present case there is another reason for adequate advance notice of requested material,
which is that the material could well relate to actions in which the State itself is a party. At
the risk of repetition. I refer again to the need to avoid prejudice to the State in the various
related actions to which it is a party, and that may well require a capacity in appropriate cases
to submit requested material for legal advice. Peremptory demands for production in an
excessively limited time could well be inconsistent with that.
As to the requested material itself, it would not on the face of it appear to be significantly
different from other material which has been requested and readily provided. I do not oppose
the motion and, given its being carried, I will promptly refer the request to the Deputy
Premier as the responsible Minister.

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [5.55 pm]: I
thank the Attorney General for indicating the Government's support for this motion. I make
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some general comments in respect of the Attorney General's proposition that adjournments
be taken after a motion is moved. Although I do not want to be bound by the Attorney
General's view, I understand why he has put that view, which has been discussed from time
to time by members of my party. The problem the Opposition has is that on occasions a
motion with which the Opposition is keen to proceed or which it wants to see to conclude
within a short time has been adjourned by the Government and placed at the bottom of the
Notice Paper, never to be seen again for the rest of the session. Of course, the Opposition
has the opportunity to move certain motions to bring Orders of the Day closer to the top of
the Notice Paper.
Hon IN!. Berinson: I think it would be fair to say that we have not had a dispute on a
question of that nature all year, I include the last session and this one.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not agree with the Attorney General.

Hon IN!. Berinson: Could you specify an exception to that rule?

Hon GEORGE CASH: I understand the reason the Attorney General has raised the question
of adjournments. If he cannot accept the point of view I am putting, we shall not get
anywhere. On occasions the Government has placed motions well down the list on the
Notice Paper and buried them in the hope that they would not be raised to the top of the
Notice Paper. If some guarantee were given or a clear understanding reached on the
adjournment of a motion that it would be made the first or second Order of the Day for the
next sitting of the House. I am sure we could negotiate. The Government has indicated that
it is flexible on this matter and I am indicating that the Opposition is prepared to talk to the
Leader of the House with regard to the order of the Notice Paper. It is fair to say that
discussions have been held and to date they have been reasonably amicable.
R-on S.M. Berinson: It is also fair to say, for example, on Bills that there has almost
invariably been an understanding that they will not be brought on for a minimum of one
week after the second reading.

Hon N.F. Moore: Except with the SESDA Bill which came on in one day.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is our understanding. It certainly does not apply, and I would
not expect it to apply, to motions. One of the reasons the Opposition had to move this
motion is that the Attorney General has refused to give the House the infonnation it has
called for from time to time. It is interesting that we must revert to directing the Attorney
General by motion of this House to table certain documents, when that would not be
necessary if he, firstly, were more forthcoming with his answers and, secondly, did not suffer
the memory lapses he clearly has from time to time.

Hon i.M. Berinson: That is a very unreasonable commuent.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not think it is unreasonable at all. If the only way we shall get
infonmation from the Government is by requiring the Attorney General to table certain
documents, so be it. That is the way the Opposition will operate, but the burden and
consequences of that will rest on the head of the Attorney General. I thank the House for its
support of this motion.

Question put and passed.
Sitting suspended fromn 5.58 to 7.30 pmn

MOTION - ROAD TRAFFIC (DRIVERS* LICENCES) AMENDMENT
REG ULAT IONS

Disallowa nce

Debate resumed from 18 September.
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Police) [7.30 pm]: This
motion and the disallowance motion dealing with infringements regulations moved by
Hon Eric Charlton need to be dealt with in tandem; that is the way in which he addressed
them originally. I hope to convince Hon Eric Charlton to withdraw these motions.

I am very concerned about these motions for disallowance of regulations for two reasons. In
my view it is quite mischievous, and indeed very inaccurate, to claim in this House or in any
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other House of Parliament that the police are revenue raisers for the Government. It is unfair
on the police, because these accusations pull the rug from under them and remove their
natural authority to go about the very difficult task they have of trying to prevent accidents
on our roads.

I encourage members opposite to have a view on road safety. I encourage them too,
whenever they want to express that view, to express it with some responsibility. It is all right
for some people in the community to make the claim, particularly when they are caught for
exceeding the speed limit, that the police are trying only to raise revenue for the
Government; but it is irresponsible for a member of Parliament to say that. For a member of
Parliament to make that accusation, particularly a responsible member to whom the
community listens from time to time, only gives credence to unfair accusations. There is no
way that I would endeavour to direct the police in these matters. Indeed, it would be a
reflection on the police to suggest that I or other members of the Government would attempt
to do that, or could do it. It is a reflection on the autonomy of the police, and an unfair
reflection on their character.

Nothing in these regulations compels a traffic officer to charge a person who is doing one or
two kilometres an hour in excess of the speed limit. We have always had a speed limit, and
there has always been a law that anyone who exceeds that speed limit is liable to be picked
up. But never in the history of this State that I am aware of has there been any suggestion
that the police should pull over people who are exceeding the speed limit by that amount.
Indeed, when I was challenged on this mailer by the media recently I suggested that as there
was to be some debate on the subject, someone who had been charged with exceeding the
speed limit by one or two kilometres an hour should be produced.

Hon ElJ. Chariton: Why have the law? Why have the same law for exceeding the speed
limit by four kilometres an hour as for 14 kiometres an hour?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: We will come to that in a moment, but that is a different
argument.

Hon E.J. Charlton: Come on!

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: What the honourable member tried to convey to the public
was that this Government was introducing a new law which would see the police apprehend
members of the public - drivers exceeding the speed limit by one or two kilometres an hour.
I do not know whether the member tried to convey that impression, but that is the impression
which was conveyed.

Hon Murray Montgomery: Isn't that the law?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: That is why I said in this place that we must be cautious about
what we say; because we are in a position of influence.

Hon Murray Montgomery: Isn't that the law?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Of course it is the law. It has always been the law. Even
when the coalition Government introduced regulations concerned with speeding offences. the
law was the same as it is now. There was a speed limit, and if one exceeded that speed limit
one would be picked up. The difference is that here we must be quite definite in what we
legislate for. But we should expect that people will use their common sense.

Hon Murray Montgomery: But the Government has put in an extra penalty with demerit
points.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: That is a different argument. An article in The West
Australian on 20 September headed "Traffic head backs policy on speeding" reads -

WA's top traffic policeman has confirmed an official practice of not booking trivial
speeding breaches - but warned motorists not to abuse it.
Assistant Commissioner for Traffic Len Thickbroom said yesterday that people
exceeding the speed limit by any amount were still breaking the law and risked being
stopped.

Mr Thickbroom said motorists travelling lkmh or 2kmnh over the limit would never
be stopped, for common-sense reasons relating to smooth traffic flow and responsible
policing.
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But from 5kmih upwards he would expect them to get at least a caution.

That side of the argument is mischievous and misleading. If Hon Eric Chariton wants to
promote an argument that he does not like the penalties prescribed under the regulations, I
can cop that argument and we can discuss it here. However, clearly that argument is
distinctly different from an argument that we are trying to introduce regulations which will
see people pulled over for exceeding the speed limit by one or two kilometres an hour.
Hon E.J. Chariton: Try convincing the public of that.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It is difficult to convince members of the public when they are
pulled over that the police are doing anything more than collecting revenue. That is an
argument I have heard since I was a child. Parliamentarians who have more knowledge
about such matters should be responsible and support our police and explain that that is not
the way it is. It is an affront to the Police Force to say that it would go out to collect money
for the Govemnment. I can imagine the response I would receive if I put that proposition to
members of the Police Force. They would tar and feather me and run me out of town.

Hon E.J. Chariton: What does the Minister say about a dangerous driving first offence loss
of six points? What is the nine points?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: That was pan of our move to achieve uniformity; that was part
of the agreement we accepted. I will deal with those matters further on.
Hon George Cash: Does any other State have a penalty for the I to 14 kilometre an hour
above the limit offence?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I will address that. I can cop an argument which says that
people do not agree with the penalties because they are too high, too low, too harsh, or too
kind. That is the area where the argument should be put.
Before I read the actual comparisons I wil put forward a resume of events which give the
history of the regulations: About March 1989 the concept was put at a meeting of Transport
Ministers with representation from all States. That meeting agreed that we should be making
a move towards having uniform regulations by July 1989. It is interesting that on the one
hand we are accused of trying to use regulations to gather revenue but on the other hand we
failed that date by some 14-odd months.
In July 1989 further discussions and negotiations took place between officers of various
States because some States or territories - particularly the Northern Territory - decided they
did not wish to be part of a uniform approach to these matters. Approval in principle to
proceed with the regulations was arrived at in December 1989. In April 1990 approval was
given for the proposed amendments. They were published in the Government Gazette in
August 1990 and the regulations came into effect in September this year.

The regulations specify the penalties which are arrived at after a change in the brackets of
speeding offences. For instance, we moved away from the old set of one to 10. 10 to 20, 30
to 40, and above, to adopt a uniform position of speed limit in the brackets one to 15. 15 to
30, and so on. Regarding the accusations that we are using these regulations as a means of
gathering income, let us consider the situation in different States: In the one to 15 bracket,
Western Australia has adopted -

Hon George Cash: Let us look at the one to 14 bracket first.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It is much the same; there is the one to 14 bracket and the one
to 15 bracket.
Hon George Cash: Western Australia is the only State that proposes a one to 14 bracket.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: No it is not. To separate the one to 14 bracket and the one to
15 bracket is splitting hairs. We are talking about the one to 15 bracket, whether expressed
as one to 14 or one to t5- If the member wishes to carry on about that, it is a minor point,.

Hon George Cash: We are reading the same chart, are we? No other State uses the bracket
one to 14.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Queensland has adopted one to 14. If the member is not
reading this chart, he is reading information which is wrong.

Hon George Cash: T1hat does not say much for the assistant commissioner who provided the
information to me the other day.
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: My chart shows Queensland as being in that bracket.
Hon George Cash: The Minister should look at his chart.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am reading from it. Later on, I will move that it be
incorporated in Hansard. Whether it is one to 14 or one to 15, to talk about it is to split hairs.
In the one to 15 bracket, Western Australia adopted a penalty of $50 plus one demerit point;
South Australia went for $65 plus three demerit points; Queensland, which has gone from
one to 14, went for $40 plus two demerit points. Queensland's regulations are currently
under review and I understand they are being reviewed upwards. In the one to 15 bracket,
Tasmania has a penalty of $35 plus one demerit point; Tasmania, one to 15, $35 plus one
demerit point; Northern Territory, one to 15, $50, no demerit points; ACT, one to 15, $70, no
demerit points; New South Wales, one to 15, $80, plus one demerit point; and Victoria, $85,
plus one demerit point.

It is evident that we have opted for the minimum of those amounts. Admittedly the increase
is large but by Australian standards we have opted for the minimum position. Setting aside
the financial aspects, the real change is the loss of one demerit point in the first bracket.
Clearly, some people have no concerns about paying a fine; it is not a worry to them; they
will speed, and they can afford to pay the fine if caught. My view, and obviously the view
that was canvassed and accepted by different States representing different political pantics,
was that, in the main, people should face a loss of demerit points in the first bracket. I have
no difficulty whatsoever in accepting that decision.

Turning to the higher brackets; 15 to 29: Western Australia has opted for a penalty of $75
plus a loss of three demerit points; Queensland opted for $80 plus three demerit points. In
Tasmania, in the 16 to 24 bracket, the penalty is $60 plus two demerit points; in Victoria,
whtich has moved into the 16 to 29 bracket, $135 plus three demerit points; South Australia.
in the 16 to 30 bracket, $129 plus three demerit points; the Northern Territory has opted for
$100 without demerit points; ACT, $100. without demerit points; New South Wales, $130
plus three demerit points.

I could understand criticism about our being unfair and harsh if we had moved to a position
closer to that of New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania. We have increased these
penalties quite significantly, and in doing so have opted for a minimum position because it
was felt that those moves while fairly harsh were also quite fair. The bottom line is that the
police are out there doing their job as traffic officers simply in an endeavour to reduce road
trauma, to reduce accidents and to reduce deaths, injury and damage to property. If the
Parliament is not prepared to give them the tools to go about the job it can only expect that
they will not do as good a job as they should. The Government has placed a range of matters
before Parliament some of which have already been referred to the Legislation Committee.
such as the question of 0-05 blood alcohol concentration; and we will shortly be debating the
Multanova radar. The end result of these matters is to reduce road trauma, deaths and the
other associated problems.
Hon E.J. Charlton: How can you promote that when daily drivers in the metropolitan area
exceed the speed limit on main highways by 10 kilometres an hour? Hundreds of thousands
of vehicles do that daily, yet try chat on a country road and the chances of getting knocked
off are almost 100 per cent. That is the way it is and it is time that the Minister went out and
had a look.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I encourage the member to address those matters with the
Commissioner of Police. I do not interfere in the duties of the police.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It is time you did.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I disagree. I have said quite clearly in this House on a range
of issues that I am strongly in favour of the operational autonomy and independence of the
police. If I adopt that as a principle I must adopt it across the board. If the member has a
problem or difficulty in the way these things are policed I encourage him to take that up with
the commnissioner. If he wants me to facilitate that I would be only too happy to do so.
Some country blokes have a bit of a snout on the police.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I have a snout on the Government. It is twyins to make money out of it.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The member can have a snout on the Governmrent, but do not
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take that snout out on the police and do not rob from them by way of statements in this place
the authority they should have as they go about their job in very difficult circumstances.
Many people in the State do not give two hoots for the safety of other people or for the
wellbeing of the people who accept that traffic laws should be abided by. I remind members
that the two greatest causes of deaths on this State's roads are drink driving and speed. That
is exactly why the Government is running those ads on television. It is an endeavour to push
aside statistics and to try to bring home the reality of drink driving and speeding. Those two
matters have absolutely nothing to do with raising revenue.

Hon E.J Chariton: That would be all very well if the Government was dinkum, but its
emphasis is on one kilometre an hour over the speed limit instead of on the areas which
cause accidents.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I challenged the member opposite to come forward with the
name of one person who has been charged with driving one kilometre an hour over the speed
limit. That was a week ago and that challenge remains unanswered by either the member or
the ABC. There must be a starting point and that is one kilometre an hour over the speed
limit. I will refer members to a comment made by Mr Len Thickbroom. who has been
described in the newspaper as Western Australia's top traffic policeman. He confirmed that
it was official practice not to book trivial speeding breaches but to give motorists a warning.
The member opposite may not want to take my word, but at least he must be prepared to take
Mr Thickbroom's word. The honourable member opposite can get stuck into this
Governiment if he wants to:, that is what this place is all about - and certainly he does not let
an opportunity pass - but we must be responsible about some things and This is one of them.

Hon E.J. Chariton: I will give the Minister another example: Driving without lights - one
demerit point is lost. The Minister is telling members that he is dinkum about road safety yet
he introduced into this House the samne penalty for dealing with motorists exceeding the
speed limit by one kilometre an hour as for driving without lights.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The member can snipe at the regulations as much as he likes,
but [ support them because they are in the best interests of road safety.

Hon Doug Wenn: Hear, hear!

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If the member is dinkurn he should address the areas of those
regulations where he has real concerns. He should not attempt to fool this House or the
community of Western Australia that the police are about to start booking people who have
exceeded the speed limit by one kilometre an hour. I am prepared to address the member's
legitimate and real concemns, but he will have to show that he is a bit more dinkum than was
indicated by his remarks when introducing his motion of disallowance. I extend that offer to
Hon Eric Chariton and if he has real concerns I will be happy to sit down with him and
discuss them. I put that offer forward in the hope that the member will respond and That we
can sit down and address his concerns. If the member can convince me I will be prepared to
have another look at the regulations. I cannot do that in response to his offhand manner so
far. This chart shows that the Government's proposed penalties when compared with those
on the rest of Australia are not harsh. They are realistic and should be allowed to proceed. I
amn seeking more advice. Hon Eric Charlton's advice is different from mine, but I
understand that if these regulations are disallowed we will not automatically revert to the
previous legislation and that all the powers of the police to issue infringements would not be
current and they would have to deal with al these matters in the courts. That is my current
advice. I stand to be corrected; but that is my understanding. That would be a step towards
the creation of chaos and it would be quite disastrous. I urge Hon Eric Charlton to accept the
offer made to him. I believe I am a reasonable man -

Hon Doug Wean: Absolutely.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: - and I will not dismiss a reasonable argument.

Hon E.J. Chariton: The Minister will note that in moving the motion my comments centred
upon my interpretation of the stupidity of that very small section of the regulations and not
on the whole regulations.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I accept that and, in the main, that is what I have attempted to
address in my reply. If Hon Eric Charlton has further concerns I am happy to sit down with
him and address the matter. I urge members opposite to reconsider these motions of
disallowance and I encourage them to accept my point of view. I oppose the motion.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: Under Standing Order 135 1 ask the Minister to table the chart he
was quoting from earlier in his speech. He has signalled that he will table it.
[See paper No 572.1
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I seek leave to have the chart incorporated in Hansard.
(The material in appendix A was incorporated by leave of the House.]

[See page No 5587.]
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the Opposition).

MOTION - ROAD TRAFFIC (INFRINGEMENTS) AMENDMENT
RE(;ULATIONS (No 4)

Disallowance
Order of the Day read for the resumption of debate from 18 September.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the Opposition).

POLICE AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reacting
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [8.02 Pmjt: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
Origin of Bill: This Hill is identical to a Bill which was introduced in the Legislative
Assembly in 1987 and defeated on the second reading. It arose from the non-reinstatement
of the now MHR for Moore, Paul Filing, who had been a detective constable with the West
Australia Police Force prior to resigning from the Police Force to contest - as it turned out
unsuccessfully - the Federal seat of Cowan. Emotions were quite high at the time and this
may have in part contributed to the defeat of the Bill.
T will be consciously avoiding referring to the particular case and from any political commient
because I believe that this Bill is right in principle and should be enacted, and I would rather
that it be dealt with on its merits rather than resolve itself into a reconsideration of the merits
of the Filing case.
If!I refer to some of the facts and statements made at that time it wil be purely to explain to
members why this Bill is necessary. I do, however, wish to explain one statement that was a
little inaccurately reported in the Press with regard to Mr Filing's maiden speech in Federal
Parliament recently and which caused the Police Commissioner. Mr Bull, some concern.
Mr Filing explained that shortly before his resignation someone was supposed to have been
passing information to the State Opposition about the activities of Mr Len Brush. It was
suspected that this was someone within the CSB, and because of Mr Filing's affiliation with
the Liberal Party he believed that he was suspected of being the source. He maintains that he
was not the source but that the belief that he may have been the source may have prejudiced
the regard in which he was held by the senior members of the Police Force.
Necessity to resign to contest elections: I suppose the first question is whether it is necessary
that police officers resign in order to contest an election. This may be dependent on two
things: The requirements of the police officer's employment and the requirements of the
relevant electoral provisions.
Requirements electorally: The electoral requirements differ depending on whether the
officer is standing for a State or a Federal seat. The Western Australian Electoral Act,
section 213A, provides -

The Govemnor may make regulations -

(a) requiring a person who holds any office or place mentioned in Part 2
of Schedule V to the Consitution Acts Amendment Act 1899, not being
an office also mentioned in Part I of that Schedule, and who is
nominated for election under this Act to take leave of absence from
that office or place and ...
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This distinction between pants I and 2 arises from the provisions of sections 31 to 42 of the
Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899. Section 34 of that Act disqualifies the holders of
certain offices from membership of the Legislature. These are set out in part I of schedule
V. Section 36, inter alia, provides for the converse position to that we are determnin~g with
Commonwealth public servants. Section 37 provides for the vacating, by reason of being
elected, of positions held which fall within part 2 of schedule V but which are not within part
1. Police officers fall within part 2 and, other than the commissioner, do not fall within part
I of schedule 5. There is plainly a statement of legislative intent that those persons in part 2
should be able to stand and to take leave of absence for that purpose.

Section M4(iv) of the Commonwealth Constitution provides that -

Any person who. ..
(iv) Holds any office of profit under the Crown, ..
shall be incapable of being chosen or of sitting as a senator or a member of the House
of Representatives.

Unless the Crown can be limited to the Crown in the right of the Commonwealth there would
appear to be a problem with policemen standing for Federal Parliament so far as the electoral
requirements are considered.

Requirements of employment: It has been suggested chat police officers are prevented from
standing for Parliament by section 32 of the Police Act 1892. This provides -

No member of the force shall in any manner influence any elector in giving his vote
for the choice of any person to be a member to serve in the Legislative Council or
Legislative Assembly..

This is no obstacle to a police officer's standing for Federal Parliament because there is no
reference to Federal parliamentary sears. It provides a serious practical problem to a police
officer's standing for State Parliament. Although it does not prohibit his standing he would
not be a very good candidate because he would not be able to campaign.

It is also suggested that administrative instruction 606 under the Public Service Act also
bears on the point. I do not have this administrative instruction, but I fail to see how it can
bear on the matter, because a police officer is not an officer within the meaning of the Public
Service Act. Apart from this, there is the very serious practical difficulty that the senior level
of the force takes the view that officers are required to resign and there is therefore
considerable pressure on them to do so. It is not really practical to suggest to a member of a
force under discipline, such as a police officer, that he should defy his superiors and insist on
his rights. If there is a serious belief in the Parliament that he should not resign. or if he does
resign that he come back at the same level, then a clear direction of Parliament would be
required to overcome this.

Right to reinstatement and conditions: There is no specific provision in the Electoral Act
regarding reinstatement after unsuccessfully contesting an election. I suppose this is because
it envisages that a person would be caking leave instead. The Police Act has also made no
specific requirement for officers to resign so that It is unlikely to provide for reinstatement.
It is even a little difficult to resign from the Police Force. Section 12 of the Police Act
provides for non-commissioner officers and constables to give one month's notice if
stationed below the eighteenth parallel and fthee months' notice if stationed above the
eighteenth parallel. If the police officer is a commnissioner he can be reappointed only by the
Governor. If he is a non-commissioned officer he can be appointed by the commissioner. It
would appear that there is no entitlement to be appointed at all, let alone at any particular
position or rank. On the other hand, there is nothing in the Act to prevent the commissioner
from offering complete reinstatement, and this has occurred on three occasions in the past:
In 1930, 1956 and 1960. This appears to have been the policy of the force until the Filing
case. It has been stated that the commissioner would prefer that officers go through the
normal recruitment procedure and commence at the bottom again so that he can be certain of
the career commuitment of that officer.

The situation in other States and the Commnonwealth: Similar provisions exist in other States
with regard to electoral conditions. Of course, as has been stated earlier, the Comnmonwealth
Constitution requires a different approach. Similar provisions apply with regard to
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employment in all other States, some of which provisions specifically refer to the relevant
Police Act.

I will now set out in summary fonn, to the degree that I have been able to ascertain, the
relevant provisions in each State. My research has niot been exhaustive; it has been by way
of requesting parliamentary libraries in each State to supply information. I believe that it is
accurate so far as it goes, but there may very well be omissions.

The Cormmonwealth Public Service Act has special provisions relating to re-employment.
Section 47C of the Public Service Act provides that officers who do resign are entitled to re-
appointment. Section 82B of the same Act deals with employees in the same way. The
armed services have slightly different provisions from the Public Service. This is because of
the fixed period of enlistment in the services which may be terminated by standing for
Parliament. The services have the ability to cause the ex-serviceman compulsorily to resume
his employment. There is also some doubt as to exactly how the provision of the
Constitution affects public servants. It may not bite until election day or even declaration
day. There is provision for public servants to have campaign leave without pay under section
71 of the Public Service Act.
In New South Wales the Constitution (Public Service) Amendment Act 1916 deals with the
position of public servants contesting State elections. Unless elected they are not required to
resign. The usual leave with or without pa y provisions apply. New South Wales is of the
opinion that to stand for Federal Parliament a public servant must resign prior to the closing
date for nominations. For this purpose there is also a Public Service (Commonwealth
Elections) Act 1943, which provides in very similar terms to this eml for public servants who
retire to contest Federal elections. There has also been specific provision by section ICA in
the Police Regulation Act 1899, since 1939. for persons who resign from the force to contest
Federal elections. That Act has provisions much the same as proposed in this Bill.

In Victoria section 61 of the Constitution Act 1975 provides -

Notwithstanding anything in ... the Police Regulation Act 1958 ... a person shall
not be disqualified or disabled from or be ineligible to be a candidate at any
election .. , by reason only of his being the holder of any office or place of profit
under the Crown or in any manner employed in the public service of Victoria..

Members will note that this specifically mentions the Police Regulation Act.

In Queensland section 5(2) of the Officials in Parliament Act allows a person holding public
office to be elected but deems the place to be vacant as soon as lie is elected. Subsection (3)
allows any such person leave of absence for a period not exceeding two months for the
purpose of contesting an election. In South Australia section 2 of the Constitution Act
Amendment Act, No 57 of 1982, makes it quite clear that there is no need to resign from the
Public Service until just before the date of declaration of the poll. On the other hand, if a
public servant does resign he can use section 62(l) of the Government Management and
Employment Act to obtain re-employment. Tasmania has the Constitution (State
Employees) Act 1944. This entitles a State employee to two months' leave of absence to
contest parliamentary elections and requires him to resign forthwith on being elected.
The question is whether there should be a specific provision in the Western Australian Police
Act. On the face of it, there seems to be no special reason why police officers should not
return to the Police Force after they have been unsuccessful at an election. It cannot be said
that their announcement of political allegiance should cause any more concern than that of
any other person serving the State. There are points of difference between them and others
in the Public Service. In general, these favour the reinstatement of police officers rather than
the converse. Police officers are less involved in political matters in their day to day work
than are civil servants. Policemen enforce the laws as they stand rather than involve
themselves in the formulation of what those laws should be. In general, I think political
partiality in a civil servant is less desirable than in a police officer. It could be that political
partiality in a particular officer could lead to a person not being prosecuted, but this is
unlikely because there are many other police officers who could act in a particular case. In
any event, it is incorrect to think of any person in the Public Service or Police Force as being
a political eunuch. Each may have his own personal political convictions and each is quite
used to divorcing his private beliefs from his official behaviour. To the extent that it
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becomes known publicly and stated how an officer thinks politically, I do no' believe the
police are any worse off than civil servants.

Another reason is that iu is extremely expensive to train police officers and their length of
experience is a vital factor in their efficiency. Not co encourage them to resume their
position could penalise the public purse and the Police Force. A similar consideration is
recognised in the Commonwealth armed services with their ability to require servicemen to
return to the forces. It might be argued that because of the special regard that the community
has for police officers the policy enunciated by section 32 of the Police Act should be
maintained and that police officers should be required to surrender their position so that they
go into the campaign on equal standing with the other candidates. I share that feeling and for
that reason have not proposed that police officers be able merely to take leave.

The final question is whether police officers should resume their exact position. The
-commissioner has raised the desire to check whether the officer has a long term commitment
to his police career. I believe that this could be a concern that the Public Service would also
hia~e but this Legislature has said that that is not a proper inquiry. I see no reason why we
should discriminate against policemen in this regard. To stand for Parliament is something
that we. probably better than any others, can understand is not necessarily a disavowal of our
former careers - often leaving the former career is something done with great reluctance.
However, the desire to serve the State Or nation in Parliament is not one we should
discourage. Parliament needs as wide a variety of representatives as it can obtain. To
discourage any one group would not be in the interest of the Parliament. I do not think it is
proper for the commissioner to question the career commitment of an officer merely because
he seeks election to Parliament. and I believe that the commissioner must be in the same
position as the heads of departments in the Public Service.

Accordingly. I have proposed a Bill which -

(a) leaves in place the requirement that a police officer resign to contest a State
election (the Commonwealth Constitution most likely operating in the case of
a Federal election); and

(b) entitles him to reinstarement if unsuccessful.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned. on motion by Hon Fred McKenzie.

BOXIN(; CONTROL AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 18 September.

HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [8.16 pml: This is a short Bill to make a couple
of small amendments. I ask the Minister to report the present status of the Boxing Control
Bill 1987, and whether it has been proclaimed or will be proclaimed?
Hon Graham Edwards:, The Bill has not been proclaimed. 1 am advised it will be proclaimed
soon.

Hon MAX EVANS: What is the position in relation to the regulations?

Hon Graham Edwards: I understand that the regulations are now finalised after a lengthy
process. However. I will clarify that shortly.

.Hon MAX EVA.NS: Will they be finalised before the Bill is proclaimed or simultaneously?

Hon Graham Edwards: I will clarify that matter and inform the member.

Hon MAX EVANS: This Bill has been around since 1987. 1 have been corresponding with
the Minister about it since 1988 because interested parties wished to kniow when the Bill
would be proclaimed to set up the new administrative body to conduct professional boxing in
this State. Many people are disappointed that it has taken so long to get this far. Mr Rourke
was handling the matters related to the regulations for some years. I know there has been
difficulty getting them in place. The Bill received the unanimous support of the Opposition
in 1987. The Bill before us has that same unanimous support. depending on the regulations
being completed.
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The first amendment relates to the inclusion of a representative on the Western Australian
Boxing Commission who will be nominated by the Minister for Sport and Recreation. I had
discussions with the parties in 1988 about a representative of Aboriginal boxers being on the
board, but I do flat see why this person cannot represent both Aboriginal and white boxers on
the board.
The second amendment seeks to make a small alteration to the original legislation. Under
that legislation the person representing the Minister for Sport and Recreation had to be the
chief executive officer. Under the new legislation he can now nom-inate an appropriate
person to be on the board other than the chief executive officer. The third amendment relates
to a spelling error in the word *'organisrn ion". The word "licence" is to be changed to
..registered"; and that is all there is to the Bill.

The Opposition supports the Bill.

HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Police) [8.19 pmj: I
thank Ron Max Evans for his support and interest in this Bill over an extended period and for
his patience. I have a fair knowledge of the general matters relating to the Bil although I
have not been involved with it for some time. I urge members not to be concerned about the
time taken for proclamation of the Bill; a tremendous amount of work has been done to put
together the regulations as it was difficult to do because of the boxing rules and laws
changing and the need to find out the most appropriate body to consult - whether the World
Boxing Council or the World Boxing Federation.
The area has had some fragmentation, and of course it has not been an easy task. It was also
very important - and I believe more important than pushing the Bil through, although that
was important - that the boxing scene in this State be tidied up. The then Minister for Police
established the inquiry into boxing - which I chaired and which also had membership from
Hon Bill Grayden from the other House - because boxing was then in a sad, disgraceful and
abysmal state. I can remember allegations that boxers were fighting when they were drunk,
unfit, and overweight. The boxing industry was just a rort, and it was. feared that some
boxers who were not as aware as perhaps they should have been were in danger of being
taken down by unscrupulous promoters and of being severely injured. It was just a really
seedy scene.
The committee got stuck into its work, with the very able support of Mlan Trainer from the
Ministry of Sport and Recreation, who was heavily involved in the committee and who has
remained heavily involved in overseeing the boxing environment. Many of the changes and
improvements that have been achieved today are a result of his good work. Members of the
boxing fraternity also recognised that they had to do something to clean up their industry and
that if they did not it would go down the tube. So they got in there and cleaned up their
industry, and they are to be congratulated for that.
This legislation is necessary because from time to time people drift in and-out of the industry
and the legislation and the regulations will provide ongoing protection. Some people may
wonder why we are legislating to control boxing rather than trying to prevent it from
happening at all That would nor be possible, and the -realistic thing to do is to look at
providing some direction and role for the industry in addressing these issues rather than
trying to prevent it, because that would force boxing to go underground.
Hon Max Evans: Ir is a Commonwealth and an Olympic Games sport.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Yes.

My understanding is that the regulations may have gone to Exco today, or are about to go to
Exco, and once the regulations have been signed there will be nothing to stop the Bill from
being proclaimed straight away. I thank Hon Max Evans for his commnents, for his support
of the Bil and for his interest in this matter over a period of time.
Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.
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Third Reading

B ill read a third time, on motion by Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for Police), and passed.

HERIT AGE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.

HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [8.25 pml: We have spent some time discussing
this Bill. Every speaker from the Opposition, with the exception of one, has proclaimed how
much in favour he is of heritage legislation, how we should have supported Hon Phil
Pendal's Bill, how the BUS that was before us in 1975 was a wonderful Bill, how it is a
disgrace that the State did not have any heritage legislation, how it would be impossible to
put together this Bill because it does not meet the requirements of ahe people of this State,
and that unless owners' and landlords' rights were recognised the whole thing would
disappear. All that seemed to me very much like crocodile tears. The only exception was
Hon Peter Foss. who did not say he supported the Bill, although at the end of his speech he
told us that he commended the Bill to the House, which is the same thing. He was the only
Opposition speaker who did not say in his opening remarks that we should support the Bill.

Hon Peter Foss: Do you question that I support the Bill?

Hon TOM HELM: Hon Peter Foss was the only one who did not say at the begirtning of his
speech what a wonderful Bill he thought it was. I am trying to point out that he seemed to be
the least hypocritical of the Opposition speakers.

Hon Derrick Tomninson took us for a trip through all the heritage properties that we have lost
in the Perth area, those that are still extant, and those that have been deconstructed.

Hon Tom Stephens: A couple of Aussies teaching you English!

Hon TOM HELM: That is right. [ have to say that my vocabulary was extended in some
way by the use of the words extant and deconstructed, but my accent is still the same.
However, I was not able to make any judgment about his speech because I come from the
Pilbara and I am more aware of the Pilbara's heritage.

Hon Peter Foss: It was a very good speech.

Hon TOM HELM: I am glad to hear that. I would not doubt the member's word; if he says
it was a good speech I am sure it was a good speech. However, it went over my head
because I am a Pilbara boy rather than a Penth boy.

The thrust of the Opposition speeches was about the rights of owners and landlords.

Hon Peter Foss interjected.

Hon TOM HELM: That was to do with any person who was disadvantaged by the fact that
his property might be placed on a heritage list. There were to be two lists; One of proposed
listings, or a secondary register; and a primary register.

Hon Peter Foss: The second one was to encourage people to Cook after their properties well
before they get to the stage of being threatened. So you might not put them on the register
but you would encourage people to preserve what they have.

Hon TOM HELM: I thought that was what the member said.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon J.M. Brown): Order! I think Hon Tom Helm had better
direct his remarks to the Chair rather than across the Chamber. It would be beneficial to us
all.

Hon TOM HELM: You are right, Mr Deputy President. I am trying to pinpoint where I am
wrong in the thrust of what I am going to say during my contribution to this debate; that is, to
talk about the hypocrisy which is takimg place here. We have a conservative domidnated
upper House today; in 1975 we had a conservative dominated lower House and upper House,
and in that time heritage legislation still has not been passed. Hon Peter Foss talked about a
number of buildings which have been knocked down by this Government.

Hon Peter Foss: They could still be knocked down under your Bill.
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Hon TOM HELM: They could still be knocked down under Hon Phillip Pendal's Bill.

Hon Peter Foss: No, they could nor.
Hon TOM HELM: That is a matter of opinion. Hon Peter Foss mentioned two buildings in
particular - the Karrakarta Memorial Chapel and the Metropolitan Markets tower. He said
they would still be standing if Hon Phillip Pendal's Bill had been passed.

Hon Peter Foss: The Government does not have the final say on Hon Phillip Pendal's Bill.

Hon TOM HELM: An independent conservation analysis was carried out on the Karr akatta
Memorial Chapel by a nationally respected architect, Mr Ron Bodycoat, and it has been
concluded that the building was not of such significance that the development met the needs
of the community.

Hon Peter Foss: Ir is wrong.

Hon TOM HELM: That is the whole point: Surely the thrust of the Government's
legislation is to give the opportunity to people who believe they have things of heritage
value -

Hon Peter Foss: What did the Art Deco Society say?

Hon TOM HELM: I do nor know. However, I know that not many people in the Pilbara had
an opinion on the matter. At the same timne, what I am trying to say is that anybody can have
an opinion on the matter; but to a certain extent I would agree with the Opposition that the
people living in the property should have some input as to what happens to it and the effects
of what anybody does to it, recognising that none of us has the ability to do as we choose
with anything we own, because of various matters such as environmental restrictions, being a
noise nuisance to the neighbours, and all sorts of other Government regulations that we do
not seem to have complained about very much in this place. Nevertheless, this matter seems
to be a major cause of complaint.

I draw the attent ion of the House to the hypocrisy we have listened to, and I want to read to
the House a letter I received on my desk today. I think perhaps all members of the House
received a copy of the letter.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: I think we did.
Hon TOM HELM: The letter is from Mr Michael Grogan. It is an important letter for all of
us and I will read it out in full so that we understand exactly what the man is saying. It is
addressed to members of the Legislative Assembly and to members of the Legislative
Council in the State Parliament of Western Australia, and reads -

Dear Sirs/Mesdames,
With reference to the Heritage Act currently being debated in the Upper House and
the concern by a prominent member of the opposition party that individual property
values will be adversely effected if they are listed under such legislation.

Hon Mark Nevill: Who is the prominent member? That is what I want to know.

Hon TOM HELM: There are not many. Maybe he is labouring under the misapprehension
that there are prominent members of the Opposition.

Hon Peter Foss interjected.

Hon TOM HELM: The member should pay attention. He does not listen.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon J.M. Brown): Order! For Hon Tom Helm to have this
cross-Chamber conversation with Hon Peter Foss right throughout his speech is disturbing
for the Hansard reporters and also for me. I would be much happier if he would direct his
remarks to the Chair so that we can get on with the business of the heritage Bil.
Hon TOM HELM: I will direct my remarks to the Chair, Mr Deputy President. The letter
from Mr Grogan continues -

Having personally lived and worked in Real Estate in the Bassendean and Guildford
area I believe that I am more than qualified to comment on this Bill.

I would certainly agree that if a property could not reach its premium potential
because of restrictions imposed by this BWl compensation should be made to offset
the financial loss.
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If is comm'on knowledge amongst Real Estate agents working in our area already
under Heritage listing e.g. Ouildford, that if a property is put on this market and it had
National Trust Listing it will non-nally attract a premium price.

I-on 03J. Wordsworth: How many buildings in Bassendean do you think have been put on
the heritage list?

Hon TOM HELM: Where is Bassendean?

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: I will tell you the answer - none.

Hon TOM HELM: I will repeat it so that Hon David Wordsworth can say it again -

It is common knowledge amongst Real Estate agents working in our area already
under Heritage listing e.g. Guil)dford, that if a property is put on this market and it had
National Trust Listing it will normally attract a premium price.

Hon Peter Foss: That is good - they will not get any injurious affection, will they? So there
is no problem.

Hon TOM HELM: The letter from Mr (hogan continues -

In the last 18 months since the sn-called "Boom" period there has been an average of
15% drop in values in the general Metropolitan area. but the BassendeanlGuddford
area where there is a great number of properties that would come under the umbrella
of this "Bill" an average price drop of 6.76% has been recorded.

H-on Peter Foss: Then there is nothing to worry about.

Hon TOM HELM: Mr Deputy President. do you see what is happening? I am being tempted
again. Mr Grogan's letter continues -

Therefore I appeal to you before it is too late to look carefully at the effect it may
have on our short States History if this Bill is not passed.

If I understand correctly the comments and unruly interjections which have been made, we
will have no problems passing this Bill, because basically, if we are being informed
correctly, the number of people who suffer injurious affection as a result of their properties
being listed will be negligible, if not none, so there would be no need for compensation.

Hon Mark NevW:l It could increase the value.

Hon TOM HELM: Let us pursue the line that there should be compensation. Hon John
Halden brought this to our attention tonight. If that is the case - if all of the compensatory
benefits in the Acts of Parliament concernied with people who suffer injurious affection from
heritage listings, or whatever, were not suitable and we had to use others - what about those
people whose property values go up because of the listing?

Hon Mark Nevil: MW Foss might like to give that money back to the State.

Hon TOM HELM: He is saying - and I agree entirely with him - that the heritage belongs to
the State and not to (he individual. Therefore - and Hon Peter Foss said this in his speech -
each of us, as a taxpayer, has a responsibility to maintain, support and nurture our culture and
our heritage. It is something worth preserving, and most people in this State think it is worth
preserving. If that is the case - if we are all to be responsible, and if we are to have another
Act of Parliament which says somebody who will be disadvantaged needs to be recompensed
by the taxpayer - then surely the person who gains advantage by that listing should be
obliged to pay back the difference between the real value of the property and the value that is
put on it by its being listed.

Hon Peter Foss: It is not the listine that causes it to go up, it is the fact that you are keeping
it for a heritage purpose.

Hon TOM HELM: I will accept that. I am not joining in a conversation. Mr Deputy
President; I am talking to you. Whatever the reasons, it is done because we as a society
value our heritage so much that we are prepared to pay for the privilege of having it.
Therefore, if the individual rather than the building itself makes a windfall profit or gain,
surely that profit - real or imagined - should go back into the State's coffers.

Hon Peter Foss: It is not a windfall.
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Hon TOM HELM: If the value goes up by a real or imagined amount - whatever the value
before and after the heritage listing - that is the value of the property. Of course. it has to be
realised that when property is sold and the cash has changed hands, the profit belongs to the
community and should go to the community. These people are proposing that that is a fair
interpretation of the kind of provision put tot-ward by Hon Peter Foss regarding this Bill.
Surely, the whole crux of the matter is that the value of this Bill will be that people will want
to put their property on the Register of Heritage Places, and will want to feel the pride and
receive the financial gain - maybe for their grandchildren - by having the place so listed. The
major thrust of the argument proposed by the Opposition in not allowing the Bill to go
forward -

Hon Peter Foss: We are saying that it should go forward.

Hon TOM HELM: It is saying that the Bill should go forward, but it is also saying we need
to do this or that. It is saying that we do not need the Bill despite the mail we have received
from real estate agents and others. I shall argue why the Bill should be accepted.

We have had the examples given by Hon Derrick Tom] inson in which people knocked over
buildings with bulldozers, and sometimes this was done in the middle of the night; the people
responsible were acting like thieves in the night.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: Like the State Government with the brewery!

Hon TOM HELM. No Government employees have knocked down buildings in the middle
of the night. If some have acted in this way, I am sure that Hon David Wordsworth will be
able to indicate who they are. If members consider all the property of heritage value which
has been lost, Goverruments of any colour have not been responsible for most of this
property - I may be right or I may be wrong.

Hon Peter Foss: You are wrong.
Hon TOM HELM: In percentage terms the Government property involved would be
minimal. Most property affected in this way is private property. If it is not, I am sure that
the next Opposition speaker will point out the examples of Governments, of any colour,
having been responsible for the loss of buildings of heritage value.

The premise of the Bill is that we should encourage people who own private property to put
their property on the heritage register. We would then be moving towards having the
legislation wanted by the community; that is, everybody in the commnunity except perhaps
the property developers. We should have pride in where we come from and in our history,
and this is what the Government wants. The legislation should be passed as soon as possible.
I can understand members opposite caring very much for their constituents who are the
landlords and landowners in this State.

Hon Derrick Tomldinson: That is patent nonsense.

Hon TOM HELM: I can understand that argument. I wonder whether members opposite
feel hypocritical when considering the people who were here before the European invasion
200 years ago. What about their heritage? What about the concerns with compensation for
these people? When will we address this? When will the Opposition stop listening to the
landowners and the mining companies and start listening to the Aboriginal people, whose
heritage has been decimated? Their heritage goes back over 40 000 years, yet now it has
gone. The Opposition members should think about how they would feel if the things that
they hold near and dear had been treated so poorly by property developers. If we, the people
who arrived 200 years ago. treat Aboriginal property in this maniner, it is one rule for the rich
and one rule for the poor. If someone does not own any property, he has no stake in what the
past was about or what the future will be.

Australia is always accused of having a cultural cringe: If something does not come from
overseas, it is no good. We must have overseas cars, paintings, literature -

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: Politicians!

Hon TOM HELM: I do not know of any un-Australian politicians in this place!

Hon Derrick Tomrlinson: Many of our buildings mimic the European architectural style.

Hon TOM HELM: In some cases that may be true.
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Hon Derrick Tomlinson: In all cases.
H-on TOM HELM: The member may be interested to know that Australian architecture
exists;, this may not be the case in Pernh but it is in the Kimiberley and the Pilbara. The
cultural cringe is multiplied in Western Australia because the Eastern States does not know
that we exist. We are in a unique position because of our isolation, thanks to the Nullarbor
Plain and the Indian Ocean. However, because of this unique position we have been able to
develop our own culture and heritage, and everyone believes chat we should preserve this.
To do that we must save what belongs to the individual, the landlord and the property owner.
Hon Derrick Tomldinson: Is it not interesting that we want to preserve those buildings which
mimic European architectural style?

Hon TOM HELM: I am sure that once this legislation is passed, the Art Deco Society and
various other groups. .including members from both sides, will recommend places to the
Heritage Council, including buildings less than 100 years old. This will apply to buildings in
the bush, as people may live in a home which is less than 100 years and the building is
distinctly Australian. These people will want to list such buildings.

Hon Derrick Tomldinson: That is right.

Hon TOM HELM: [f it were a budding such as this Parliament - I am not sure of its
architectural origins - with a European flavour, it is possible that those who are responsible
for maintaining our culture will be attracted to it rather than to chose buildings which are
distinctly Western Australian. By the time this legislation is put into effect, it may be too
late.

Hon Derrick Tom ~inson: Why are they knocking those houses in the bush?

Hon TOM HELM: They are not.

Hon Derrick Tomldinson: Why would it be too late then?

Hon TOM HELM: An incentive will be provided to keep them.

The member has shot down my argument because it is not possible to replace the homesteads
in the Kimnberley and the Pilbara. The way in which these buildings are designed and built
means that they will last, so perhaps the legislation is not required in that regard; however,
there may be some need for it in other circumstances. We hope that these homes can be.
maintained and preserved.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Perhaps they preserve them because they value them.

Hon TOM HELM: It is not just a bricks and mortar value. The whole point in drafting this
Bill was not to create a heap of museums around the place. Listening to some people talk
one could believe that this legislation will be like Oliver Cromwell and the Roundheads
charging around the corner confiscating, burning and pillaging homes. In the manner of
"Yes Minister", it would take "a very courageous Minister" to put in place legislation that
would take away a man's castle. Everybody of a European extraction feels strongly about
the place in which they live, and they would not tolerate somebody coming along and taking
away their castle. We should not be confused or misled by allegations that these measures
are draconian or by references to the poor old owner who cannot do this or that with his
property to mate it viable. That is not the case. Provisions exist already in Acts that take
care of compensation for the extension or modernisation of homes.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: Provisions have been enacted already, have they?

Hon TOM HELM: The Local Government Act contains such provisions.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: I don't think so.

Hon TOM HELM: It does. I would not lie to the member.

Hon Derrick TomlJinson: We would like you to prove it to us, all the same.

Hon TOM HELM: The Minister will do that. Ministers are famous far doing that. There
are provisions and the Opposition knows there are. They provide for compensation to be
paid, with such compensation including a reduction in water rates, electricity rates, and land
rates. The Opposition knows already that that compensation exists.

I have a lot to say and a need to say it. I am trying to emphasise that, in spite of what the
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Opposition tells us, the thrust of the legislation is to obtain owners' consent to put into place
the sorts of things being asked for by the people of Western Australia. This is the only State
that does not have correct and proper heritage legislation. This State has no provision to
obtain agreements between the people of the State and the people who own, manage or are
responsible for properties that have heritage significance. No examples exist of values
dropping because a property has been heritage listed. However, properties have increased in
value because of that listing.
We all know there are nasty people in the world who do things that are not in the best
interests of the people of this State.

Hon Derrick Tomnlinson: Really!

Hon TOM HELM: The member should be surprised. He is an innocent young member of
this Parliament. I have been around the world and I have seen many nasty things. I do not
think the people of this State should be exposed to these nasty things. We should obtain the
consent of the people who own these properties. We all want that and we want to
compensate people who have been disadvantaged.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Are you in favour of compensation?
Hon TOM HELM: If I were not, legislation which allows people i o be given different plot
ratios and other compensation would be amended so that compensation is not paid. Of
course I agree with it. I believe it is perfectly right and just to pay compensation. We should
be considering those who own property on which mineral exploration takes place. When
Mr Burke became the Premier, land rights were no longer an issue. However, there were
many parts of Australia which were sites of Aboriginal significance onto which exploration
companies were not allowed to go.
Hon J.N. Caldwell; And private land.
Hon TOM HELM: Of course. We should not forget that since 1890, landowners in this
State have not owned the minerals that are under their land. Is that not something that should
be looked at? Is that not strange and wonderful? Why should this Bill be enacted when we
consider the perceived wrongdoings to property owners who have no rights over the minerals
under their land? Exploration companies should have no right to go onto land and take
whatever is under the ground. Is that not a contradiction in terms?
This country is only 200 years old. This State has an opportunity to grow up in its own way
or go down the drain while we waffle on about property owners' and landlords' rights. No-
one will be disadvantaged by heritage legislation. We know already of examples of people
being displaced from their land. We know that exploration teams are able to go onto
properties without the permission of the owners. What compensation are they paid?
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: All of those protections you guaranteed were in place are not in
place! You are not teling us that you misled us. surely? A few moments ago you guaranteed
that compensation was contained in various Acts.
Hon TOM HELM: I think the member is mixed up.
The DEPUJTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wenn): Order! The member will direct his remarks
to the chair and others will cease interjecting and give the Hansard reporter a go.
Hon TOM HELM: I know many members of this place do not understand the difference
between landowners and landlords and building owners. No pant of this debate has touched
on people who can demonstrate that they have been disadvantaged. However, we have to
take care of them. We have to take care of a small minority whose rights are limited and
who have the right to have full control over their properties. That is the whole point of this
debate. Points raised by the Opposition have been hypocritical. The Opposition members
have a blinkered view of the protections of landlords and property owners and the protection
of the heritage of our State. That is the bottom line.
Who values a heritage property or a building? Who determines what is involved and what is
not involved? I understand that there is no dispute between the Government and the
Opposition about who will make up the Heritage Council. We agree that the Heritage
Council will be in place to determine what is important and what is not. That is a pivotal pant
of the Bill. The Heritage Council wil ensure that people who believe their properties should
1777.112
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be listed will have them listed, but not on their own say so, nor on the say so of the local
shire or the armed forces. I refer to the situation with the Barracks. The armed forces may
consider the Barracks on the Terrace important. but the Government may say that many
barracks exist, therefore they should not be given heritage value. The Heritage Council may
one day deem that glass and concrete buildings on St George's Terrace have heritage value.
I do not see that happening. Nonetheless, the first concrete or glass air-conditioned building
in Western Australia may be important to preserve. The decision about that heritage value
should be left to the Heritage Council.

I am trying to consider other aspects of contention in this Bill. Considering every member of
the Opposition, without exception, has shown support for this Bill, I am trying to understand
the Opposition's point of view and why members feel the way they do when they must have
received many letters from various groups asking that this legislation be passed. Members of
the Opposition must know the strength of feeling of the people they are supposed to
represent. The legislation is not relevant only to people of today, but also to people of the
past.

It is no good my defending a Bill, which should be passed through the Parliament, without
bringing another important aspect into the argument. Members will know that in the Pilbara
and Kinmberley the amount of wealth that has been generated, particularly in the Pilbara. is
phenomenal. I do not know the figures but it generates about 60 per cent of the State's
wealth and is on a par with the agricultural sector. However, none of that wealth would be
possible if it were not for the people who went into Halls Creek to find the gold; those who
pushed wheelbarrows and push-bikes and opened up the Pilbara. They went into the Great
Sandy Desert and began developing the small towns. We must also remember the people
who found the small deposits of various minerals including gold and diamonds: they began
the flow of wealth of this State. One cannot speak about these areas without referring to the
town of Cossack. That town was one of the original towns of the north west. It is where
Emma Withnall and the Withnall family started the pastoral industry in the north west. That
town is now dead. However, because of the combined effort - starred by the Liberal
Government - of the State Government. Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd, Hamersicy
Iron Pry Ltd and Dampier Salt Ltd that town is being reconstructed. The young people at the
Westrek Foundation are putting in a tremendous effort, with a minimum amount of money,
to reinstate the town of Cossack and to make it into a living monument to the people who
pioneered the a-rea. It is another example of the sont of things the corporate sector and the
ordinary citizens of this State want the Government to do. They do not want the Government

*to set up museums; they want to see living examples of what happened. They do not want
the Government to set up monuments, statues and cenotaphs, although they are part of our

*heritage also. They want our children and our grandchildren to be aware of their heritage.

Members will be aware that recently I was involved in the town of Wittenoom. which has a
much shorter history than Cossack. Nonetheless, members who have visited the town of
Wirtenroom and seen its location in the Hamersley Ranges will understand the position I was
in when I was a Goldbumn shire councillor. I remember the local government association
meetings when someone proposed saving the town of Wittenoom, knowing that it is full of
blue asbestos and the people who have worked or lived in the town are dying. One feels
strongly about the people who lived there so many years ago, before we visited there, and yet
Wirtenoom is a time bomb. One is torn between following one's head and one's heart over
the way the people have suffered.

Some of the miners in Wittenoom sweated while working on their hands and knees in seams
two foot wide bogging out asbestos in the middle of summer. Mr Deputy President
(Hon Doug Wenn), you would know what the dust is like in that place. At the end of the day
some of them went home to their tents, and others to their asbestos houses where they
brought up their families. Some of those people are dying as a result of living and working
in that town. Yet, Wittenroom is part of our heritage; it is like a scar from a boil - it will
always be with us. I am glad to hear the State Government will do something about cleaning
up the town.

Hon N.E. Moore: Has the Government announced that?

Hon TOM HELM: A task force has been established, has it not?

Hon N.E. Moore: I did not know the Government had changed its policy.
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Hon TOM HELM: Mr Bridge. the member for Kimnberley, is chairing the committee.

Hon N.E. Moore: I asked the question last week and was told that the Government's policy
had not changed.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon TOM HELM: I may have misled the House. I retract my statement and will talk about
the matter from a personal viewpoint. I am committed to changing the Government's policy.
I have some ideas that I hope the Labor Parry will take on board. The Labor Parry passed a
resolution at its State executive meeting that some measures would be taken to try to make
the town of Wittenoom a cleaner place in which to live. Many people in this State feel the
same way that I do about Wittenoom and Cossack and that the homesteads and towns in
those places are uniquely Western Australian and should be preserved.

However, one must take into account the compensating factor. If the Government were to
say it is safe to live in Wittenoom, does that mean society or the Government must take some
financial responsibility for those people who may contract asbestosis? Hon Normnan Moore
is probably right. Should we continue the Liberal Party policy of closing the town and
withdrawing services slowly or should the town be cleaned up so that it will be as safe as
Paraburdoo, Tom Price or even Perth for that matter. One is torn in two different ways.
People must have pride in where they come from. What will the future be like if we do not
acknowledge the work that went into developing the State? Will our children think air-
conditioning and tarmac roads in the north were brought about by good fortune because the
people who pushed wheelbarrows and bikes and who experienced the conditions in the early
days have been forgotten? That should not happen.

It is important this Bill be passed so that obstacles in the way of preserving our heritage can
be eliminated: so that people can be stopped from destroying a place for no reason, and so
that balances can be attained and people can live in a place in security. People must be able
to feel proud of the fact that their towns are part of the country's heritage. However, pride
does not fill one's wallet. This Bill will take care of the responsibilities and the property
owners' pride. At the same time it will not cost them any money. It may give them the
ability to pass on to future generations something of enhanced value, not just in dollar terms,
but also something that has been acknowledged as making a useful contribution to the
development of this State. It is important not to be sidetracked by the Opposition's claim
that this Bill is severely flawed.

This Hill took a long time to get to this House, as it has been all over the place. If
Hon Philip Pendal's Bill was the way to go, we would have accepted it, but the whole thrust
of our comments is in line with what the people of this State want. That has been
demonstrated many times. I ask the Opposition for once to get away from the blocking
tactics which it always seems to put up if something is not of its making. I understand that
amendments have been accepted by the Government. It is willing to listen to all sides of the
argument.

[Leave granted for the member's time to be extended.]

Hon TOM HELM: I said earlier that if we are talking about financial compensation to
enable people who can prove injurious affection because of the heritage listing of their
property to take that argument forward, it would mean that people whose property value was
enhanced would owe the State money. A third part to that argument exists: The number of
people who think their houses have heritage value and put them forward to the Heritage
Council for a decision could become so great as to create a heritage industry. I am sure if
one could put forward the argument that the place in which one lived had heritage value
which therefore reduced its commercial value and that that argument had nothing to do with
trying to reduce the rates, electricity or water costs, that would make it worthwhile for
everybody to test the water in that way. One could, for instance, live in the first house made
of -

Hon Derrick Tomldinson: Hessian.

Hon TOM HELM: Exactly. That is the other side of the argument. If one were to build a
unique house and because of that uniqueness it was pointed out to the Heritage Council as
having heritage value one could say that because it had that heritage value one could not add
a patio, front porch or carport and therefore the retail value was reduced or that one could not
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use it in the way one wanted to and therefore wanted the Heritage Council to pay
compensation for that loss.
Hon Reg Davies: So one would build heritage villages everywhere, would one?
Hon TOM HELM: The member can build what he wants. The way things are at present,
people are encouraged to build in a sensible and proper way. If we pass this Bill with its
proposed amendments and have a cash value placed on the difference between market value
and the value if heritage listed, some people may do what I have said for the extra money
involved. People will do it all over the place. That is the stupid thrust of the amendments. If
a listing has a downside, it must also have an upside. That can also have dollar signs.
However, we need not pursue that line.
We must convince the people opposite that these amendments will devalue this Heritage of
Western Australia Bill. We do not have to convince people outside this Chamber who feel
strongly about heritage matters that if these amendments were put in place they would
devalue the thrust of the Bill. We do not know of any property that has suffered injurious
affection as a result of being listed. We are told by many people that the value of a property
is improved by its being listed.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wenn): Order! Honourable members are
distracting Hansard with the level of their conversations.
Hon TOM HELM: We are not talking about an abstract argument here or something that is
ifs. buts or maybes. We know what is happening. We know that we are losing buildings.
We know this is a unique State where things should be saved. We also know that some
people will volunteer to put their properties on the heritage list not to increase the value but
because they feel strongly - as do the majority of people in this State - that the heritage we
have should be preserved for future generations. That being the case, we should go forward
in a positive and not a negative way. We have no evidence before us that the sorts of
negatives being promoted by the Opposition have any value at all. All the negatives which
exist or which have been demonstrated as happening down the track can be taken care of
through various Acts. Compensation can be paid when somebody is not allowed to do
something they have been led to believe they could do.
We all have responsibilities in our towns in relation to the sorts of things we do on our
properties, in our yards, and with our garbage. It is recognised more and more in the
environmental approach that one cannot, for instance, bum rubbish in a town in the same
way as one can in the bush, particularly in summer. Not only is the individual responsible
for the environment but also industry can no longer pollute the atmosphere. As citizens of
the wider community we have a responsibility which most people accept in relation to ths
matter. It is only when one gets into this place that the desire to take care of one's
constituents, property owners and landlords removes all other considerations.

Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon TOM HELM: I have just said that. It is nut nine times out of 10 but more often 9.999
times out of 10. If that is the case why would one need such a small incidence of -
Hon Peter Foss: The one in 10 makes a big difference.

Hon TOM HELM: If we are to have one in 10, and it is less than that, people -

Hon Peter Foss: Why do we have town planning schemes?

Hon TOM HELM: Why not? These would be more effective than town planning schemes.
Does Hon Peter Foss know anybody affected by a town planning scheme?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon TOM HELM: Town planning schemes are famous for causing injurious affection to
people's properties. Under such schemes one can lose one's front yard.

There axe instances of local authorities making decisions to do something this year or next
year which can affect one's property. There is some ability to compensate people.
Several members interjected.
Hon TOM HELM: If we have in place that ability, that ability can still apply in this instance.
That is what we are talking about. We do not need to be misguided by any of the rhetoric
taking place now. The town planning scheme has demonstrated the bad effect it has on some
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people. but there are no demonstrated instances of anybody being affected negatively by
heritage matters. With those few words I am trying to convince -

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: With those few thoughts, perhaps.

H-on TOM HELM: With that I am trying to convince the Opposition. I know it is a very
difficult thing to do; I may as well talk to that wooden gallery. Nevertheless it is my job to
try. It is the job of the Opposition to put forward decent arguments which have a little sense
rather than this stupid, nonsensical view that people need to be compensated in cash for
something which has not happened yet. With those words and thoughts I support the Bill.

HO-N T.G. BUTLER (East Metropolitan) [9.21 pml]: Mit Deputy President -

Several members interjected.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: I did not intend to take up from where Hon Tom Helm left off.

H-on Reg Davies: You are going to correct him,. are you?

Hon T.G. BUTLER: Hon Tonm Helm finished on the theme I intended to start on. I have
read or listened to most of the speeches on this Bill in this House and in the ocher place.
Considering the wide community support for this Bill, is it rather disturbing to hear some of
the arguments put up by members of the Opposition. Basically they are playing a game of
politics with what is an important Bill. Mr Foss says that is a lot of nonsense. He should
cast his mind back -

Hon Tom Stephens: Cast him back.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: He should cast his mind back to his speech on this Bill, a speech which
contained no substance. It was choc-a-bloc full of rhetoric, and was an outright attack on the
Minister. There was nothing constructive in it, and that is something we have now come to
expect from Mr Foss. There was no positive side to his argument;, it was all negative.

Hon Tom Stephens: He is trying to create work for lawyers.

Several members interjected.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: I know he has amendments, but that does not excuse him. The
Government has put together a heritage Bill which is badly needed in Western Australia. We
should be dealing with reasons for preserving our heritage.

Several members interjected.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: Despite three State election losses and numerous defeats at by-
elections, and swings against the Opposition in safe Liberal seats such as Cottesloc, members
opposite still have this born to rule syndrome. If anyone on this side of the House gets up to
speak on a Bill, he is criticised simply because he has the gall to get up and speak.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon T.G. BUTLER: As I was saying -

Several members interjected.

Hon Sam Piantadosi: Council elections too.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: That was a nasty one!

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Honourable members, can we please hear Hon Tom
Butler in silence?

Hon T.G. BUTLER: Politics should be put to one side when debating this sort of legislation
and we should deal with reasons to preserve places of significant importance. Instead we
spend too much of our time, or have done with this Bill, dealing with past events.

Several members interjected.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: I can admit to being a little negative at times.

Several members interjected.

Hon T.C. BUTLER: Dwelling on the past is a sin indulged in by both sides of the House
from time to time. If we can learn from our errors, it is appropriate to raise the past, but if it
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is raised purely for political gain, there is no reason to deal with it. The past is full of
mistakes, especially in the area of the preservation of heritage buildings. Mistakes have been
made by Governments on both sides. As a consequence of dwelling on the past deeds of
Governments, many mistakes have been made and many historical buildings have been, to
quote Hon Derrick Tonmlinson. deconstructed. He and Hon Torn Helm found that a
fascinating word.
Hon Derrick Tomtinson: It has a ring about it.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: It has. It is like "debriefed". That is beautiful!

Hon Tom Stephens interjected.

Hon TOG. BUTLER: In place of those buildings which have been deconstructed we
generally put up places which are not so architecturally attractive. Itris fairly obvious that the
time has come to put in place legislation to ensure the proper protection and recognition of
our heritage buildings.

Heritage Protection is a quality of life, and it relates clearly to the question of community
spirit. For many years in Australia we have been under the misconception that we have had
no cultural or heritage background; nor have we considered that we had a history as
impressive as that of many European countries. It is pleasing to note that in recent years that
belief has been turned around and we are today much more conscious of our history and of
our heritage. By and large Western Australia has been slower than most of the other States
to recognise the heritage value of its buildings and the cultural history of its lifestyle.

The turnaround became apparent in the 1960s when the green bans were imposed on many
old buildings in Sydney. Those green bans were the initiative of and imposed by the New
South Wales branch of the Builders Labourers Federation, of which Jack Mundey was the
secretary. I was pleased to know Jack Mundey fairly well. I was also proud of the role of
the federation in New South Wales. especially the role of Jack Mundey. his executive, and
the membership because they readily responded to a call from the Historical Society and
preservation groups in that State to save many of the old buildings -

Hon Kay Hallahan: It was remarkable.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: Those buildings have been refurbished and have become part of the
way of life in Sydney. Due to the green bans, the BLF members lost many job opportunities.
They came under great Pressure from developers and construction companies but to its credit
the union responded to that pressure by holding firm. As a result, we can now appreciate the
beauty of those buildings. If members care to visit The Rocks near the Sydney Harbour
Bridge they will appreciate what the BLF has done for that area. The area has an old world
atmosphere and the old world shops stand as a tribute to all the people involved in
introducing the green bans.

It is pleasing that from that stage onwards the feeling and support for the preservation of
heritage buildings gained momentum across Australia; many significant old buildings have
been restored as a result of the green bans. One such building in Western Australia springs
to mind. While the entire old building could not be saved, due to the actions of the BLE an~d
other building unions in Western Australia and their attitude to the preservation of old
buildings, the facade of the Palace Hotel remains today.

An argument can be made in support of the deconstnuction - to use Hon Derrick Tomrlinson's
Word - of some old buildings, in the best interests of the general public and our quality of
life. In recent years, the best example is the development of the Darling Harbour project in
Sydney. In that instance very little justification could be made to refurbish the old sheds in
the area: the sheds were beyond refurbishing and beyond saving. The demolition of those
buildings anid the construction of the Darling Harbour project has added significantly to the
quality of life in New South Wales.

Hon Peter Foss: They kept the power house.

Hon TOG. BUTLER: That was done very well. Similar attention has been paid to that
concept in Perth. Some buildings have been demolished and in their place buildings have
been erected to resemble the heritage buildings of the past. One example is the new
Wellington Fair building on the corner of Wellington Street and Lord Street, East Perth. The
new building is more aesthetically beautiful than the one it replaced. The old building was a
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dull, square complex which stood for years but lacked any sort of attractiveness or history.
The new building is very attractive and blends in very well with the area.
These activities represent an expression of concern for the maintenance or restoration of such
buildings wherever possible. People are also concerned about the lack of heritage legislation
in Western Australia.

Hon Peter Foss interjected.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: I have not had a close look at the amendment.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wenn): The member should address his remarks to
the second reading speech. Amendments will be discussed at the Commurittee stage.

H-on T.G. BUTLER: I will undertake to look at chat amendment and comment at the
Committee stage.

In Australia we have not had the same attitude to the preservation of historical buildings as
have countries in Europe. For many years European countries have had an attitude towards
the preservation of such buildings that enhances them to such a stage that they are main
factors in their tourist industries. During my visits to Europe I have been impressed by the
fact that many countries affected by war, countries which suffered the heaviest destruction,
have worked hard to restore their cities to their prewar state. In many cases the
reconstruction was undertaken from photographs. Following the return of the cities to their
prewar state, recent developments have been undertaken outside the bounds of town centres.
In those cities a significant number of buildings of heritage value have been left for
everybody to appreciate. For some time in Rome a significant program has been in place to
reconstruct the Roman Forum and the Colosseum.
People in this country have not learnt from what has occurred in European countries in the
past 15 to 20 years because of their lack of acceptance of history. About 20 years ago the
buildings in the town of Cossack, a north west town situated not far from Roeboumne, had
fallen into what appeared to be a state of disrepair. I was delighted that a group of people in
Roeboumne decided to preserve the Cossack township. I have visited the town on a number
of occasions since the town has been preserved and I appreciate the work that has been
undertaken by the Roeboumne commuunity by way of donations from local businesses and
from normal fundraising by the community of Roeboumne. Australians did begin to change
their attitude towards the preservation of historical buildings some 20 years ago. That
change will set the stage for the situation which will apply when this Bill is passed. People
across this State accept that there is a need for heritage legislation and this Bill will mean an
increase in the momentum to preserve heritage buildings.

The question of compensation has been dealt with in some detail and very competently by
Hon John Halden and Hon Glarry Kelly. I am concerned about what will happen to buildings
of heritage importance if the requirement of compensation is not met. Many of the old
buildings which will be considered for heritage listing will be demolished by their owners or
by developers if we do not establish a register of those buildings.

Guildford, which is in my electorate, is developing into what one might call a pioneer
village. The people of Guildford have become very heritage conscious and many buildings,
including houses, are being preserved. The post office which is situated just over the railway
line as one proceeds from Guildford to Cavers ham was built early this century, and situated
alongside it is the old colonial jail. Also in that town are the old cellars, and thre Rose and
Crown Hotel in James Street will be celebrating its one hundred and fiftieth anniversary next
year. Along Market Street to the old fish market reserve there are many houses which would
qualify for heritage listing for preservation.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Beside the Rose and Crown Hotel is one of the most significant
buildings of heritage importance in Western Australia and it is hidden behind the used car
yard.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: That is true and it is pleasing that Hon Derrick Tomldinson appreciates
the heritage value of his electorate. I would like to have the opportunity to wander around
the town of Guildford with him and identify the heritage buildings in the town.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: We might share experiences.
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Hon T.G. BUTLER: The thought does not appeal to me greatly, but we could do that.
Hon Derrick Tomldinson: All in the line of duty!

1-on T.G. BUTLER: Of course, and that is what worries me about Hon Derrick Tomlinson.

The expectation in Guildford is that many of the old houses which are presently occupied are
of heritage value and will be listed on the register. However. there is no expectation among
the local people that the heritage listing will in any way decrease the market value of the
properties concerned. Opposition members appear to be hellbent on providing
compensation. I suggest to them chat they should speak to the people close to the action,
because they are more aware of what the people of Western Australia want, instead of
catering for the ambitions of organisations such as the Building Owners and Managers
Association of Australia Ltd.

Members have received many letters from people interested in this Bill and Hon Tom Helm
read to the House a letter from Michael Grogan from Carter Giorgi Real Estate of
Bassendean. I suggest to members that they should take note of the following paragraphs of
his letter which read -

I would certainly agree that if a property could not reach its premium potential
because of restrictions iposed by this Bill compensation should be made to offset
the financial loss.

It is commnon knowledge amongst Real Estate agents working in our area already
under Heritage listing e.g. Guildford, that if a property is put on this marker and it had
National Trust Listing it will normally attract a premium price.

In the last 18 months since the so-called 'Boom" period there' has been an average of
15% drop in values in the general Metropolitan area, but the Bassendeani/Guildford
area where there is a great number of properties that would Come uinder the umbrella
of this 'Bill" an average price drop of 6.76% has been recorded.
Therefore I appeal to you before it is too late to look carefuly at the effect it may
have on our short States History if this Bill is not passed.

Members from the Legislative Assembly and Legislative Council would have received a
copy of the following letter from The Guildford Association -

The Guildford Association is an active, comm unity- based organisation which
supports and works towards the preservation and promotion of the historic town of
Guildford. The Association strong-ly supports the need for heritage legislation in
Western Australia and urges all members of the West Australian Parliament to
support the Heritage of Western Australia Bill (1989).
The Guildford Association is therefore concerned about proposed Amendments to the
Bill dealing with injurious affection and compensation for the registration of
buildings. The Association considers that such Amendments are unnecessary and
will result in the vast proportion of privately owned heritage buildings being
inadequately represented on the Register.

The Guildford Association has been heartened to discover that Heritage style
buildings in Guildford are keenly sought after for residential purposes and achieve
premium prices, even in the current depressed market.
The Association therefore urges all members to support the Bill as previously
amended by the Legislative Assembly.

The letter is signed by the president of the association, [an I-orrocks. In the second
paragraph of the letter the association makes the point that it is concerned about proposed
amendments to the Bill dealing with injurious affection and compensation for the registration
of buildings. I repeat one sentence from that letter -

The Association considers that such Amendments are unnecessary and will result in
the vast proportion of privately owned heritage buildings being inadequately
represented on the Register.

That about sums up the situation with regard to compensation. It simply means that, if the
Government must compensate all the owners of buildings eligible for listing on the heritage
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register, many types of buildings will not be adequately represented on that register. Western
Australia does not have so many heritage buildings that it can afford not to preserve chose
worthy of preservation and, therefore, this House must seriously consider the provisions of
this Bill if it is dinkum about preserving the heritage buildings of this State. I have also
received a letter from the Shire of Swan which states -

Please be advised that this Shire has made provision within our Town Planning
Scheme for die recognition of Heritage Properties and that you are urged to support
the Bill currently being debated in our State Parliament to put in place suitable
heritage controls.

Considerable support has been received from groups which are close to the people. An
article which appeared in the The West Australian on Saturday under the headline 'Heritage
delay irks councils" stated -

WA Councils are becoming increasingly angry about the delay in legislation to
support heritage preservation, according to the deputy president of the WA Municipal
Association, Cr Rob Rowell.

Cr Rowell said he was concerned about calls for compensation provisions to be
included in the Bill.
Compensation was not paid in other states.

I understand that is the position. The article continued -

Cr Rowell's comments follow concerns expressed by Heritage Minister Kay H-allahan
this week. Mrs. Hallahan criticised calls from the property industry for compensation
for owners of heritage property,

The groups - the Australian Institute of Valuers and Land Administrators, the
Building Owners and Managers' Association, the Real Estate Institute of WA, the
Society of Land Economists and the Urban Development Institute of Australia - said
their support for the Heritage Bill depended on the inclusion of compensation
provisions.

Mrs Hallahan said this week that the groups had failed to come to grips with the
growing community sentiment in favour of heritage protection.
Their calls for compensation showed an unwillingness to explore redevelopment
options, which included preservation of existing buildings.

The Western Australian Municipal Association is calling for the Government not to proceed
with amendments for the type of compensation being sought by organisations such as
BOMA, which are unfortunately supported in this Chamber by members of the Opposition. I
repeat that it would be unfortunate and certainly a sad loss to the community if buildings and
homes such as those in Market Street, Guildford, were not included in rhe heritage register
simply because of the compensation provisions. We need this legislation, but we do not
want it to be impeded by unnecessary qualifications. It would be unfortunate if the
Opposition were to persevere with that line. I understand that Hon Derrick Tomlinson has
indicated chat the Opposition will use its numbers to refer this Bill to the Legislation
Committee.

Hon Derr ick Tomnlinson: I have never said such a thing in this House about anything.

Hon T1G. BUTLER: Hon Derrick Tomlinson has not convinced the people in the gallery of
that and they do not even know him.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: I am not interested in convincing the people in the gallery, I am
merely stating a fact.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: I am sorry if!I have wrongly attributed those words to Hon Derrick
Tomldinson, and I apologise to him. Nevertheless, he intends to do that and that is what he
said.

Hon Der-rick Tomlinson: I do not intend to do anything of the sort. I commended the Bill to
the House, and I refer Hon Tom Butler to H-fansard.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: I heard the member's comments and also those of Hon Peter Foss.
Their speeches are imprinted on my brain and my memory. The Opposition intends rferring
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the Bill to the Legislation Committee, whether we play around with the words or members
apposite try denying that they said these things.

Hon Derrick Tomnlinson: I do not try to deny it; I deny it categorically.

Hon TOG. BUTLER: If the Bill goes to the Standing Committee on Legislation. I hope
members of that committee wilt give serious consideration to the arguments put forward on
the question of compensation.

Hon Peter Foss: We always consider these matters seriously.

Hon TOG. BUTLER: The committee should give intelligent consideration to some of the
arguments put forward by speakers on this side of the House, especially chose put by
Hon John Halden, who dealt in detail with the question of compensation and the overall
effect that would have on the Bill. I support the Bill.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Margaret McAleer.

ACTS A.MENDMENT ICONTRIBUTIONS TO LEGAL AID FLNDINGI H ILL

Returned

Bill returned from the Assembly with an amendment.

SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION AMENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly: and, on motion by Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for
Police), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Police) [10.01 pm]: I
move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

Land degradation is now recognised as a major problem facing Australia in the 1990s.
Western Australia is no exception and is faced with massive land degradation problems
including salinity, wind and water erosion, soil structure decline, compaction and vegetation
decline. Of these, salinity alone is estimated to have taken some 450 000 hectares of prime
agricultural land out of production. Massive costs are also incurred trough loss of amenity,
habitat and water supplies. The scale of the problem in Western Australia is recognised
nationally and in 1989-90 this State received some 22 per cent of the national funds directed
to soil conservation.

The Prime Minister's statement on the environment in July last year provided impetus to the
joint Federal and State national soil conservation program. The national focus for addressing
land degradation over the next 10 years will be on community land care groups. The State
Government's land and water care program, adopted in January last year. sees it well placed
to respond to the national program and this increasing emphasis on the involvement of the
community in solving the problem. The Government has consistently increased the amount
of direct support to land conservation districts and some 120 of these districts are now
operating in Western Australia. These cover some 80 per cent of the pastoral area and 75
per cent of the agricultural area of the State.

Despite the commitment of Government to this area of responsibility it is clear that the thrust
of its efforts must be increased. Accordingly. the Government has reviewed its programs
dealing with land degradation and at the same time reviewed the suitability of existing
legislation. While the 1988 amendments to the Act went a long way towards tackling land
degradation it is clear that the recent trends and developments need further support. Hence,
the Government believes it is necessary to amend the Soil and Land Conservation Act. The
amendments included in the Bill are dealt with in five areas -

L An upgrading of the role of the Soil Conservation Advisory Committee to
become the Soil and Land Conservation Council.

2. The introduction of formal conservation covenants and reserve agreements for
the preservation of areas voluntarily and by agreement, respectively.
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3. A Landcare Trust to administer contributions from corporate and individual
donors to the land care effort.

4. Removal of the six month Statute of limitations and its replacement with more
appropriate time periods for initiating proceedings for an offence against the
Act.

5. Administrative arrangements to streamline the serving of soil conservation
notices and the retidling of the Commissioner of Soil Conservation to the
Commissioner of Sail and Land Conservation.

It is appropriate to explain each of these areas separately.

Upgrading the role of' the Soil Conservation Advisory Commitittee: The current consultative
development of policy on land conservation is through the forum provided by the Soil
Conservation Advisory Committee. This committee comprises representatives of local
government, the Western Australian Farmers Federation, the Pasroralists and Graziers
Association, the Environmental Protection Authority, the Department of Conservation and
Land Management, the Water Authority of Western Australia, the Department of Agriculture
and the Commissioner of Soil Conservation, as well as independent farmers. (is current role
is to provide advice to the Commissioner of Soil Conservation. However, given the
increasing importance of land conservation, it is important that the profile of the committee
be raised so that it provides advice on policy directly to the Minister. Furthermore, in
keeping with the national consensus between conservation groups and farmer producer
groups on the subject of land care, it is vital that a position be made on the revised body for a
representative of the voluntary conservation movement. It is also appropriate that the new
Soil and Land Conservation Council act as an umbrella group for the 120 land conservation
district committees currently formed or in the process of forming in this State. The new
council will provide an appropriate focus for the coordination of Statewtde programs
implemented through the land conservation district committees.

Conservation covenants and agreements to reserve: The Government has implemented a
highly successful remnant vegetation protection scheme whereby farmers voluntarily set
aside areas of native vegetation and in return receive a subsidy for fencing the vegetation and
protecting it in perpetuity. The only present facility for registering these on titles and
guaranteeing protection is through notices under the Soil and Land Conservation Act. This
results in a negative stigma being attached to a positive conservation action. A positive
facility needs to be established for this purpose. In addition. it is appropriate that this faciiy
also provide for farmers who wish to voluntarily set aside uncleared land and to maintain it
as an area of remnant vegetation without direct encouragement from the Government. There
is widespread support for this facility in the rural commrunity. The establishment of a
conservation covenant system will provide a positive facility for those Land-ho~ders wishing
to voluntarily reserve land in perpetuity for conservation reasons. There is also a need for a
positive facility to assist with clearing controls. Under the Soil and Land Conservation Act
farmers -are required to notify their intent to cleat land. Mter an assessment by the
Commissioner of Sod Conservation a significant area of that land is usually identified as
unsuitable for clearing for land degradation reasons. In order to register the fact that the land
in question cannot be cleared the only facility currently available is to serve a soil
conservation notice on the land and register this on the title. Most farmers are very willing to
set aside such land, but they do abject to a notice being invoked which historically has been
used in cases of negligence or wilful bad management. In discussion with producer groups a
system of agreements to reserve has been developed as a positive facility for reserving land
for land degradation reasons under The Soil and Land Conservation Act.

Landcare Trust: With land care achieving such a high profile there is significant corporate
sector interest in contributing to this important area of resource conservation. As an
example. Alcoa has committed more than $5 million to a major land care project in the Avon
Valley over the next five years. Unfortunately, this contribution does not attract a tax
deduction. However, the Prime Minister has made a commitment to establish tax
deductabiliry for such contributions. It is essential to provide a trust in Western Australia
which can be registered as a vehicle to provide for tax deductability for donations from the
corporate sector and private individuals for land care programs. The Landcare Trust as
proposed in this Bill will provide the necessary vehicle to handle donations from the private
sector.
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Statute of limitations: Under the Soil and Land Conservation Act the Commissioner of Soil
Conservation regulates the clearing of land. However, any legal action taken under the Act
is constrained by a six month Statute of limitations. In a State as big as Western Australia
illegal clearing is often not drawn to the attention of the Commissioner of Soil Conservation
in time to penmit prosecution. Recently examples have occurred of blatant disregard for the
Act in situations where community concern has been high and where the commissioner has
been unable to act.
In the other place the Minister for Agriculture spoke of the need to remove this limitation and
to substitute time periods which wil allow proceedings to be initiated for an offence against
the Act. Because of the size of Western Australia, the most cost effective means of
monitoring land clearing is through aerial photography. There is a six to eight year interval
between successive aerial photography runs across many areas where clearing is still taking
place. Consequently, it is appropriate that the time period for initiating proceedings for
illegal clearing be 10 years. For all other offences against the Act it is appropriate that the
period be in line with that set for the Environmental Protection Act, namely two years.

The Bill as it stands also provides in clause 13(2) that the new statutory limitation periods
apply to old offences, notwithstanding that more than six months may have elapsed since the
complaint arose. After further consideration. I can now advise the House that an amendment
to delete this subclause will be introduced during the Committee stage of this debate.

Administrative arrangements: Under the current Act the Commissioner of Soil Conservation
may be required to attend court personally to state his opinion. although thiis is given in the
soil conservation notice which the commissioner must sign. To streamline the process and to
save public money. it is essential that the cornmissioner's signature on a soil conservation
notice be accepted as evidence that he is of the opinion that land degradation has occurred,
and that his personal appearance in court not be required. In keeping with the widening
scope of the Act and the naming of the committees associated with the Act, it is proposed to
retitle the Commissioner of Soil Conservation to be the Commissioner of Soil and Land
Conservation. This new tidle will recognise the broad role and scope of the commissioner's
position with respect to soil and land conservation in this State.

In conclusion, the amendments will assist land users and Government to tackle more
effectively the problem of land degradation in Western Australia. I commend the Bill to the
House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Margaret McAleer.

DOOR TO DOOR TRADING AMIENDMENT BILL

Receipt and Firs: Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for
Police), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Police) [10-12 pm]: I
move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Act deals with an amendment to the Door to Door Trading Act. South Australia,
Western Australia and Tasmania have uniforn legislation. At the meeting of Consumer
Affairs Ministers - SCOCAM - in July 1989, it was agreed by Ministers that the Door to
Door Trading Act should be amended to provide consumers with a period of six months in
which to rescind a contract if the trader accepted consideration, or provided services, during
the statutory cooling-off period of 10 days.

The power to rescind the contract during the six month period already exists if a failure to
comply with other sections of the Act exists. It appears that the omission of this
recommended provision was an oversight in the original draft legislation. The amendment
also clarifies a previous drafting ambiguity which meant that consumers had a right to
rescind only if a dealer or supplier was convicted of an offence under part HI of the Act.
This amendment will give consumers a right of rescission if a party engages in conduct
which constitutes an offence.
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I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Muriel Patterson.

ACTS AMENDMENT tHERITAGE COUNCIL) BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 11 September.

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [10.15 pm): This Bill is consequential upon the
Heritage of Western Australia Bill and can be dealt with sensibly only when the form of chat
Bill has been settled. Most of the matters contained in the Acts Amendment (H-eritage
Council) Bill relate to the powers of the Heritage Council, and of the Minister to affect other
areas of the law, although not all of them. It is almost a matter that should be debated
cognately with that Bill rather than separately.

I would like to see a few extra provisions contained in the Bil. I would like to see provision
for greater recognition by local government of the need to preserve heritage buildings, not
necessarily full heritage buildings, but buildings which may become part of the heritage of
Western Australia in due course. It is foolish to think that heritage buildings are buildings
put up before a certain date. People should be conscious of the fact that at one time those
buildings were new. The point Hon Derrick Tornilinson made on the Heritage of Western
Australia Bill was that we should be ensuring that, say. 100 years from now the heritage from
this generation is properly looked after. Good examples of this epoch a-re maintained among
the built heritage of Western Australia, I would like to see something more positive about
the obligations of the local goverrnent and town planning authorities to ensure they do not
destroy our heritage, even if unwillingly. I previously gave an example of the local
government by-law which caused all the verandahis to be removed from buildings throughout
the metropolitan area. That was a terrible destruction of Western Australia's heritage.

Hon Bob Thomas: It applied in the country areas as well.

Hon. PETER FOSS: There seemed to be more in the metropolitan area. Perhaps some shires
in the country areas did not enforce the regulations as rigorously as they could have. I
accept Hon Bob Thomas' statement that similar by-laws were enacted in country areas. The
action represented mass vandalism across Western Australia. The Heritage of Western
Australia Bill does not contain provisions directed at preserving buildings which are not on
the register of heritage places. Provisions which require local government authorities to have
regard for the heritage of present buildings in Western Australia should be built into the
scheme of the legislation, even if a budding is not on the register.

I support this Bill. The consequential amendments are necessary and I support the extent of
powers to include matters related to heritage in town planning schemes. I support the
extended definition of development contained in the Town Planning and Development Act.
The matters contained in the Bill are necessary in order to carry through the general policy of
ensuring that heritage matters are planned for in Western Australia. The present state has
been achieved by not planning for the future and by not plarnin g to preserve the past. It is
essential that provision be made in other legislation, but local government and town planning
legislation are the principal areas relevant to preserving our heritage. It will not be possible
to settle the final form of the Bill until the Heritage of Western Australia Bill has been
finalised. This Bill is a necessary policy extension of that Bill and members on this side of
the House are happy and pleased to support the Acts Amrendmnent (Heritage Council) Bill.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon John H-aden.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY

HON KAY HALLAHAN (East Metropolitan - Minister for Planning) (10.18 pm): I
move -

That the House do now adjourn.

Adjournment Debate -MrCusker Report-Premier's Statement-Minisfers' Resignation

HON Rfl.. PIKE (North Metropolitan) [10.19 pm]: The House should not adjourn until
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members consider a comment made by the Premier, Dr Carmen Lawrence, on page seven of
her ministerial statement of 30 August about the tabling of the McCusker report. The
Premier said -

Consistent with the traditions of our Westminster system, the fonner Premier and
Deputy Premier have accepted political responsibility for these decisions and are no
longer in Parliament.

I am sure members of the Opposition agree that the Premier was referring to the departure of
the then Premier, Peter Dowding, and the fact that he, in the words of the Premier,
"Consistent with the traditions of our Westminster system" resigned from the Parliament.
The definition of resignation from the Westminster system deals with a determnination by a
member of Parliament or by a Minister, as the case may be, without pressure ftom any source
except what is the right thing to do. If one considers Erskine May on this matter we find the
great tradition of the Westminster Parliament, and Parliaments throughout the
Commonwealth, is that members resign of their own volition. Therefore the first strike
against the Premier is that we know that Peter Dowding did not go voluntarily; we know that
in November 1989 while the former Premier was in London he was being white-anted by his
Cabinet colleagues in Western Australia.

Hon Reg Davies: The Cabinet knew.
Hon R.G. PIKE; I include the Ministers. Strike one against Premier Lawrence is that she
said to the House something which can be called a pork pie - to use the words of Hon P.H-.
Lockyer. She said that Peter Dowding resigned in the traditions of the Westminster system.
However, Peter Dowding was forced to go by the bloody-minded activities of the Labor
Parry in this State. That is strike one.

Strike two is in the form of a picture on the front page of Labor Voice.
Hon John Halden: At three strikes do you sit down?

Hon ROG. PIKE: On the front page of the May 1990 publication of Labor Voice is a picture
of Premier Carmen Lawrence; the headline reads "Lawrence Wrecks Peacock's Chances",
and "How the West Was Won".

Hon John Halden: You are bleating.

Hon R.G. PIKE: I put to members that the credibility of Premier Lawrence is at risk. I have
illustrated already that she is dealing with pork pies by saying that Premier Peter Dowdinig
resigned because it was the proper thing to do under the Westminster system. We know they
were active with their daggers and knives pushing out Premier Dowding. Premier Lawrence
did not tell the truth. Premier Lawrence posed for the photograph with the headline
"Lawrence Wrecks Peacock's Chances" and "How the West Was Won". An article written
by Bob Hogg, the National Secretary of the Australian Labor Party, reads -

We went into the election needing to improve, on average, two percentage points
across Australia. In the case of Westemn Australia we had to get the swing down from
7 to below 5 per cent, . . .

The difference in Western Australia is clearly due to the courageous action taken in
the early part of the year to change the State leadership.

The article was submitted by Bob H-ogg, National Secretary of the ALP and the ALP national
campaign director, from an address to the National Press Club.

Hon Bob Thomas: That is his opinion.

Hon R.G. PIKE: That may be. but the point is that the front page carries a picture of Premier
Lawrence under the headline "Lawrence Wrecks Peacock's Chances" and "How the West
Was Won" - arid I have quoted the precise words of Bob H-ogg "due to the courageous action
taken in the early part of the year to change the State leadership".

Strike two against Premier Lawrence was when she said at page 7 of her report to Parliament
that Premier Dowding resigned consistent with the traditions of the Westminster system- In
other words, quite properly and correctly former Premier Dowdinig gathered his belongings
and went according to the Westminster system. The first pork pie is that Mr Dowding went
of his own volition. The second pork pie is the photograph and the headline which I have
quoted.
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I turn now to strike three. When Mr Norman Marlborough, the member for Peel, made his
comment in the other place, the Opposition by way of interjection was aware of what he was
about to say. senior reporters from The West Australian and from ABC radio knew - in a
program on Friday morning they said they knew that Mr Marlborough was going to speak
because they had been told to be present and that the senior political adviser-cumn-news
adviser to the Premier had told thern to be present. This brings us to the third pork pie. The
Premier sat, I am told, with her face down slightly while Mr Marlborough in an obscene way
abused the principles and privilege of this Parliament -

Hon. John Malden: You have given it a bearing from time to time.
Hon R.G. PUCE:- Then the Premier said she admonished Mr Marlborough because she did
not know he intended to say those things. The culmination of the facts are: The picture of
Carmen Lawrence beside the statement that she had wrecked Peacock's chances-, the
statements made around the place - which were well known and in which Premier Lawrence
and Hon. Kay Halahan took part - with the daggers out for Dowding while he was away
because he did not protect his back; then how pompous and how misleading, the Premier
saying that in the Westminster tradition Peter Dowding resigned; and on top of that Bob
Hogg making his statements in the Labor Party's newspaper.
I put to the House that it is not correct that the Premier did not know Mr Marlborough was.
going to make that statement.

I ask the people of Western Australia to make that judgment. predicated on the fact that the
print media, the electronic media, and the Opposition knew it was to happen. If Premier
Lawrence persists. that indicates she is incompetent and inefficient because she did not know
her senior Press people had advised the media to be present to listen to Mr Marlborough. It
is not for this House to judge the facts: it is for the people of Western Australia to judge.
Should the Minister deign to reply, she should give the lie to the Labor Party's own
newspaper, the picture of Carmen Lawrence, and the article by Bob Hogg which is already
on the record. The people of Western Australia should note that the Premier is not levelling
with the people of this State.
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Police) (10.28 pm!:
Hon ROG. Pike is absolutely amazing. It is no wonder that he is recognised by members of
the Opposition as an embarrassment to the Liberal Party. That he makes accusations in
rhyming slang in this House because he does not have the courage to say directly that the
Premier has been telling lies is consistent with the maniner in which he so often demeans -

Hon R.G. Pike interjected.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: - the people on this side of the House and indeed the people
within the commiunity of Western Australia, I suspect that what we have witnessed is
another stunt which will probably find its way, via the fax that the member uses so often to
send material, across to The West Australian - material which of course the member finds
hilarious but which falls like an old joke on old ears in so many parts of this State.
It was interesting the other day to read where journalists had received in quick succession
copy of three trite comments made by way of interjection by Hon Bob Pike and which
obviously he found hilarious. He sent that material across believing that the journalists
would fid them to be of great hilarity also. Of course, they were not treated seriously or as
intelligent comments from this House.
Hon R.G. Pike interjected.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Doug Wean): Order! The House has not adjourned yet.
If Hon Bob Pike continues to interject, F will take appropriate action under the Standing
Orders.
IMon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The comments Were treated and dealt with very' aptly and
appropriately by the journalists involved. I do not think I need to say any more about the
comments made by the member opposite. The comments that he so often makes in this
Chamber -

Hon. Mark Nev ill: Under privilege.
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: - under privilege bring disrespect not only far the member
who has just spoken and his party, but also for the House. He has been well judged by the
community of Western Australia.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned a: 10.30 pin
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QUESTIONS OIN NOTICE

INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS - OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH. SAFETY AND
WELFARE LEGISLATION

Reduction Achievement

602.' Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Productivity and Labour Relations:

What reduction has been achieved, on a monthly basis, in the incidents of
industrial accidents since the introduction of the occupational health and
safety legislation?

Hon i-M. BERINSON replied:

The following information has been supplied by the Minister for Productivity
and Labour Relations -

Detailed information on the incidence of occupational injury and disease since
the introduction of the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare A ct in

* September 1988 is not yet available. Data is available for 1988-89 - see table
below - and preliminary figures for 1989-90 are expected to be avaijiable in
October.

The data on lost time injuries are generally analysed on a financial year rather
than on a monthly basis. While figures are available on the number of lost
turne injuries which occurred during 1988-89. they are insufficient to enable

*..any trend to be discerned. bering in mind seasonal factors from month to
month.

No of LT1s
July 1988 2572
August 1988 2831
September 1988 2620
October 1988 2 876

-November 1988 3 049
December 1988 2396
January 1989 2470
February 1989 2 706
March 1989 2891
April 1989 2758
May 1989 3 007
June 1989 2632

TAFE - SENIOR PROMOTIONS
Anomalies

661. Hon REG DAVIES to the Minister for Planning representing the Minister assisting
the Minister for Education with TAFE:
(1) Is the Minister aware that people with less appropriate experience and

minimal qualifications are being promoted to positions which were formerly
prized incentives to career lecturers within TAFE?

(2) Is the Minister aware that senior TAFE career staff are no longer offered the
* opportunity to apply for senior administrative positions within that

organisation?

(3) Is the Minister aware That the "right of appeal" is no longer available to
applicants for senior administrative positions?

(4) Does the Minister appreciate that the appointment of hand-picked individuals
over career lecturers acts as a strong disincentive to long term educational
employees?

(5) Will the Minister intervene to amend these anomalies?

(6) Will the Minister intervene to ensure the re-adverisement of positions which
have been filled in this way and to reinstitute the "right of appeal"?
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Han KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The following information has been supplied by the Minister assisting the
Minister for Education with TAFE -

(1) Procedures governing promotion in TAPE are merit based. The right
of appeal exists, as a further safeguard, ensuring the person with the
most appropriate experience and qualifications is promoted.

(2) No evidence of these allegations has been presented to me, however if
the member wishes to supply me with specific details I will have them
investigated.

(3) This is incorrect.

(4) See answer to (1).

(5)-(6)
Not applicable.

ROADS - WILBINGA OR BRETON BAY FUTURE INDUSTRIAL ESTATES
Coast Road Access

750. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister far
Resources:

In view of the recent announcement that the Minister was considering future
industrial estates at either Wilbiriga or Bretan Bay, what action has the
Government taken to ensure that a coast road access to the proposed industrial
site is not frustrated by the requirements of the Department of Defence in the
Lancelin area?

Hon 3.M. BERINSON replied:

The consultants are currently examining transport options. Discussions have
been held with the Department of Defence and further discussions will be held
prior to fmnalising the preferred transport options.

ROYAL COMMSSION - ABORIGINAL DEATHS IN1 CUSTODY

767. IHon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:
(I) For what period of time has the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in'

Custody been considering evidence?
(2) Which of the specific inquiries relating to deaths in custody have been

completed to date?

(3) Which other deaths in custody have yet -to be investigated by the Royal
Commission?

(4) When will inquiries into these outstanding deaths in custody be completed?

(5) What is the cost of the Royal Commission to the State as at 30 June 1990?
(6) WWl the Attorney General provide a breakdown of the costs referred to in (5)?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

(1) In WA the Royal Conmmrission began hearing evidence on 28 June 1988, and
is continuing to do so.

(2) The following reports dealing with deaths in' Western Australia have been
tabled in the Federal Parliament -

- Jimmy Njanji - Albert Dougal
- Hugh Wodulan - Nita Blankert
- Christine Jones - Charles Michael
- Darryl Gadlen - Stanley Brown
- Wayne Dooler - Robert Anderson
- Paul Farmer - Benjamin Morrison

(3) None in Western Australia.
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(4) Not applicable.

(5) $1992 921.50.

(6) Breakdown for 1987-88 -
Legal representation for - $

WA Police Union of Workers 26 228.05
WA Prison Officers Union of Workers 242 16J

504445
Breakdown for I19"-f -

Legal representation for - $
WA Police Union of Workers 216 694.41
WA Prison Officers Union of Workers 210 942.48

427636.8

Breakdown for 1982-90 -
Legal representation for - $

* WA Police Union of Workers 781 162.67
WA Prison Officers Union of Workers 688 958.06
Commissioner of Police 29517.30

Commionwealth Reporting Services
transcript services 15 202.00

1 514840.03
FIRE STATIONS - ROEBOURNE FIRE STATION

Construction - Hozechem Rescue Trailer

787. Hon GEORGE CASK to the Minister for Emergency Services:

(1) When was the construction of the Roebourne Fire Station completed?

(2) What was the cost of the construction and fitting out Of The station?

(3) What is the estimated cost of removing the building Lf the Roeboumne Fire
Station is closed?

(4) What adverse effect on the population of Roebourne may be anticipated if the
Roeboumne Fire Station is closed?

(5) Is there likely to be increase in insurance cost to business and other members
of the commnunity as a result of the closure?

(6) Why was the Roeboume Fire Station built at its present location, when a
number of member of the Roebourne community claim that the existence of
unprocessed crocidolite was present on the site prior to the construction of the
building?

(7) Why was the Roeboume Fire Station not build as an extension to. or
adjoining, the Emergency Services budding in Sholl Street, where the service
was previously located?

(8) Have the Wickharn and Karratha Volunteer Brigades advised their willingness
to serice the Roeboume Fire District?

(9) What is the estimated response rime from both Wickham and Karrarha to
Roeboume?

(10) Could this response time cause additional damage to be suffered to property
because of the lack of an adequate fire service at Roeboume?

(11) What is the estimated value of the Hazchem Rescue Trailer and light tanker
which are currently located at Roebourne?

(12) How much was raised by the Roe bourne Volunteer Brigade towards the cost
of the I-azchemn trailer?

(13) IHas consideration been given to a landfill program and the sealing of the
outside areas of the Roeboumne Fire Station and the provision of a suitable
boundary fence as an alternative to the closure of the station?
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(14) If so, what were the reasons for rejecting this option?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(1) may 1989.
(2) $120000.
(3) Removal only $40 000. Remove and relocate within Roeboumne $105 000.

(4) No adverse effects. All fire brigade services would still be available from the
nearby Wickham Volunteer Fire Brigade.

(5) As the town would still be within a gazetted fire district there should be no
reason for an increase in insurance costs.

(6) Advice provided by the Department of Land Administration and the Health
Department in August 1989 to the Western Australian Fire Brigades Board
indicated the land would be safe far use as a fir-e station site.

(7) The Roebourne volunteers chose the current site as their preferred site as they
had no desire to be located in or near the old Sholl Street location. An
alternative sire selected by the board at Lot 175 Roe Street was also rejected
by the volunteers, the reason given was that this site was subject to flooding.

(8) At this stage nothing has been discussed with either the Wickharn or Karratha
brigades. The Western Australian Fire Brigades Board is still involved in
discussions with the Shire of Roebourne and until the outcome of these
discussions are known, it is not proposed to involve other brigades.

(9) Wickham 10 minutes - includes pager time - Karrarha would not be
considered as first response due to distance from Roebourne.

(10) Additional damage would be minimal.

(11) $85000.
(12) $13 500 as at 21 August 1990 plus $3 307.33 interest accrued totalling

$16807.33.

(13) Yes.

(14) This option has not been rejected and was a subject of discussions when the
brigade representatives met with the Roebourne Shire on 10 September 1990.
As previously mentioned, the outcome of these discussions is awaited.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ACT 1979 - EMPLOYEE UNION MEMBERSHIP
CONDITION

Breaches of Act Prosecutions
796. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Productivity and Labour Relations:

As the Industrial Relations Act 1979 provides that an employer may not make
it a condition of employment that an emnployee is or is not a member of the
union, can the Minister advise how many prosecutions have occurred since
1983 for breaches of the provisions of the Act in this area?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The following answer has been provided by the Minister for Productivity arid
Labour Relations -

If the honourable member's question is referring to sections 968 or 96F of the
Industrial Relations Act I refer him to the answer to Legislative Assembly
question No 546, 1990.

FIREARMS - LICENCE STATISTICS

816. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Police:

(1) How many firearm licences are issued in Western Australia?
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(2) Of those, how many are for -

(a) handguns;

(b) rifles;

(c) 12 gauge shotguns; and

(d) any other?

(3) Are any figures available. on how many licence holders regularly use their
firearms?

(4) What are the licence fees charged in each category?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(1) 108829.
(2) It- is not possible to determine the number of licences for individual types of

- firearms as numerous licences are endorsed with more than one firearm and
type.

(3) No.

(4) Firearm Licence -$16.00
Curio Licence -$29.00
Corporate Licence -$52.00
Dialer's Licence -$52.00
Repairer's Licence - $29.00
Manufacturer's Licence - $29.00
Shooting Gallery Licence - $29.00

WRITS - DISTRICT AND SUPREME COURT FEES

817. Hon DJ, WORDSWORTH to the Attorney General:

(1) What- is the current fee to file a writ with the District Court and the Supreme
Cowrt?

(2) Is it proposed to raise the fees to $200?

(3) Have, or is it intended that other court charges will rise by 20 per cent?

(4) When was the last occasion that court fees rose?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The fee before I September 1990 was $79. The new fee is $250. but now
covers the cost of a number of other court procedures for which separate fees

*were previously charged. All new fees have been adapted on the
recommendation of the Supreme Court judges.

(3) .There is a wide variation in the approach to particular fees in the District
Court and Supreme Court.

(4) 1986.

EMERGENCY SERVICES -STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
Sea Search and Rescue Groups - Government Departments

826. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Emergency Services:

(1) Ate there any standard operating procedures (SOPs) within -

(a) .the Water Police,

(b) Marine and Harbours,

(c) volunteer sea search and rescue groups;

(d) the State Emergency Service; and

(e) marine operations of the Federal Department of Transport

regarding search and rescue activities at sea off the Western Australian coast?
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(2) If so. do any of these SOPs indicate how much time may elapse after the
scheduled or expected return time of a small vessel has expired before -

(a) an attempt is made to contact the overdue vessel by radio; or

(b) a full search and rescue mission is mounted?

(3) If there are no such SOPs, particularly in regard to volunteer sea search and
rescue groups, SES Water Police or Marine and Harbours, will the
Government consider implementing such policy in the case of Government
departments and encouraging such policy in the other groups?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:,

(1 (a)-(d)
Yes - WA Marine Search and Rescue Manual.

(e) Yes - Federal Standard Operating Procedures.
(2) (a) WA Marine Search and Rescue Manual does not indicate how much

time may elapse after the scheduled or expected return time of a small
vessel has expired before an attempt is made to contact the overdue
vessel by radio. This matter is left to the individual groups after
giving consideration to the prevailing conditions.*

(b) No time is mentioned as to the time lapse before a rescue mission is
mounted;, however, a serious mission is mounted immediately on
receipt of complaint of any such incident.

(3) Not applicable.

MERMIAID MARINE - MARINE REPAIR FACILITY

838. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to the Minister for Police representing the Minister 'for
Transport:

(1) When will a decision be taken with regard to an application by Mermaid
Marine in Karratha to establish a marine repair facility be taken?

(2) What is the hold up to this decision?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the. following response -

(l)-(2)
Further development in the Port of Dampier is being progressed
through a public call for expressions of interest which was advertised
in the Press recently.

Agreement has now been reached to allow Mermaid Marine to
undertake onsize studies preparatory to submitting a firm proposal.
Once a firm proposal has been received from Mermaid Marine and the
Government is aware of what other interest exists, then a final decision
will be made.

SEXUAL ASSAULTS - STATISTICS

844. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Police:

(1) What was the number of sexual assaults reported to the police for the year
ended 30 June 1990?

(2) What was the number of aggravated sexual assaults reported to the police for
the year ended 30 June 1990?

(3) How many of the above reported assaults were brought to the attention of the
police by -

(a) the person assaulted-. and

(b) the Sexual Assault Centre?
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(4) How many of the above reported assaults resulted in -

(a) charges being laid; and

(b) charges not being laid?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(1) One hunt' ad and sixty seven.

(2) Three hundred and two.

(3) (a) Data not available.

(b) Data not available to this department, and is a matter for the Minister
for Health.

(4) (a) Eighty-eight sexual assaults were cleared by charge.
Two hundred and sixteen aggravated sexual assaults cleared by
charge.

(h) Seventy-nine sexual assaults.
Eighty-six aggravated sexual assaults.

PASTORAL INDUSTRY - PINJIN STATION, GOLDFIELDS
Owvnership Change

847. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Lands:

(1) Has Pinjirt Station in the Goldfields recently changed hands?

(2) If so -

(a) when did the sale take place;

(b) who purchased the property; and

(c) what was the sale price?

Hon KAY H-ALLAHAN replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.

HEPBURN HEIGHTS - CROWN LAW DEPARTMENT ADVICE

849. Hon REG DAVIES to the Minister for Planning:

I refer to the reply to question on notice 762 and ask the Minister in relation to
Hepburn Heights what advice was received from the Crown Law Department
and what advice did the Minister convey to the Mayor of the City of
Wannerco?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

I have given the member's request for the above infotmnation full
consideration and advise that as the matter may be the subject of litigation it is
inappropriate for me to provide a copy of Crown Law advice.

STATESHIPS - DEFICIT REDUCTION PLANS

851. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

(1) In August 1988. the Minister announced Stateships new plan to reduce its
$10 million deficit to zero over five years. The Minister advised at the time.
that apart from a saving of $10 million to the taxpayer. the new plan would
mean a great boost to exports for manufacturers in Western Australia. Would
the Minister advise -

(a) what progress has been made to date in achieving the objectives set
out in Ssateships' plan:

(b) which manufacturing industries have benefited by Stateships
initiatives;
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(c) whether the August 1988 plan has been revised in the meantime; and

(d) if so, how?
(2) Given that CRF allocations for 1988-89 and 1989-90 years were $14.9 million

and $12.7 million respectively, would the Minister advise what management
practices have been put in place by Stateships to achieve the planned
reduction in its deficit without the need to request an extension of time?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:.

The Minister far Transport has provided the following response -

(1) (a) The five year plan was based on a strategy of replacing larger
vessels with smaller vessels which are operationally flexible
and cost efficient. This plan is proceeding ahead of the
original timetable and in an economic climate which has seen a
significant downturn in demand for transcontinental cargoes
and for imports front South East Asia.

(b) Exporters in the following commodity groups have benefited
significantly from Stateships' initiatives: refrigerated meat,
refrigerated vegetables, meat and bone meal, stockfeed,
chemicals, building materials and solar hot water systems.

(c)-(d)
Stateships' corporate strategy and five year plan are presently
undergoing review.

(2) Stateships' management practices are subject to normal review
processes.

CR[ME - WEST PERTH BUSINESS DISTIRICT
Increase Response

853. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police:
(1) Is the Minister aware of the increase in the level of crime in the West Perth

business district?
(2) If so, what action has been taken to alleviate this problem?

(3) 1-as the West Perth Businessmen's Association advised the Government that
the association would be prepared to sponsor two motor vehicles which would
be made available to the Police Force for use in the West Perth area?

(4) If so. what has been the response of the Police Force and the Government in
respect of this generous offer by a concerned group of business people?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) More concentrated patrols are being conducted in the area during out of
business hours.

(3) The Police Department has not received such an offer.
(4) Nor applicable.

BUSES - SERPENTINE EXTENSION
Mundijong Bus Overcrowding

854. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Is the Minister aware of the requests from a number of Serpentine residents on

the need to extend the current bus service to Serpentine to service in particular
students attending the John Wollaston Community School who are currently
required to be transported by car to Mundijong to meet the existing bus
service?
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(2) Is the Minister aware that there have been occasions when passengers have
been unable to use the service because of the problem of overcrowding on the
morning bus which often leaves Mundijong at full capacity?

(3) Why is Jarrahdale able to sustain a bus service when Serpentine is not
included on the scheduled routes?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

() Transperth has received requests from Serpentine residents but the
services have been identified as Ministry of Education school bus
services and they have been referred to the Ministry of Education
accordingly.

(2) Transperth's school service from Mundijong at 7.46 am has an average
load of 25 passengers on departure. in a 62 capacity vehicle. That
particular bus is fully loaded at Eleventh Road, Byford where a
supporting bus joins the rouste and then runs in tandem.

(3) The very lignited Jarrahdale service is maintained because it was an
existing commitment when Transpenth took over from Metro Buses.
The population base in Jarrahidale is also approximately twice that of
Serpentine and this is reflected in the level of demand for service.

MV. "JUINE LEWIS" - CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS

85. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:
(I) When was the MV June Lewis launched?
(2) When did the vessel become operational?
(3) What was the original estimate of the cost of the vessel?

(4) What was the actual cost of the vessel'?

(5) Has the vessel been banned for any reasons?

(6) If so, will the Minister advise of those reasons?

(7) Have there been complaints that the vessel is too noisy and poorly ventilated?

(8) If so4 what action is being taken to address these problems?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1) January 1990.

(2) Operational surveys using the new vessel commen -ced at the beginning
of April 1990. The official naming ceremony was conducted with the
vessel in the water on 2 July [.990.

(3) R~fer to the answer provided to question No 494(l).

(4) Refer to the answer provided to question No 494(6).

(5) No.
* .(6) - Not applicable.

(7)-(8)
* Noise levels are within Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare

requirements. However, the Fremantle Port Authority is looking at the
possibility and desirability of providing additional sound insulation at
some later stage to the cabin area.

There have been no suggestions that the vessel is poorly ventilated.
However, exhaust fume emissions are a common problem with diesel
engines in a marine environment when travelling at low speeds. The
Fremantle Port Authority is considering a minor modification to
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exhaust outlets to miinimise the possibility of fumes causing a nuisance
on the vessel.

STATESHUIS - EXPORTS
New Initiatives

858. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

The Government's expectation of Stateships. as expressed in the answer to
question on notice 467 of 1988, includes "maintaining regional services to the
north and creating opportunities to develop exports from the State." Would
the Minister advise -

(a) what new initiatives have been put in place by Stateships to encourage
exports from this State; and

(b) which destinations which can be reasonably served by Stateships have
the potential to accept increased exports from this State?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(a) Over the past two years Stateships has taken the following, initiatives
to encourage exports -

* After a detailed market survey it put in 'place a two vessel
service to Christmas Island, Cocos Island and South East Asia.
This service is designed to exploit market niches not served by
other shipping lines.

* It has provided a direct link between Broome, other north west
ports and South East Asia.

* It stationed an officer in Indonesia to develop the service and
to provide trade from Western Australia.

(b) Stateships is at present serving the following ports in South East Asia
on a regular basis -

Singapore
KuchinglS ibu
Jakarta
Surabaja

All have the potential to accept increased exports from Western
Australia.

LANDS TITLES OFFICE - RELOCATION
860. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Lands:

(1) Is it intended to relocate the Lands Titles Office?

(2) If so, will the Attorney General provide details of the proposed location and
the scheduled timing of such a move?

Hon KAY JIALLAHAN replied:

(1)-2)
Yes, as pan of the relocation of the Department of Land Administration to
Mfidland. The move is scheduled for 1993.

LAND ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT - POINT SAMSON RESIDENTIAL
B LOCKS
Sale Action

865. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Lands:
What action is being taken by the Department of Land Administration to sell
the Point Samson residential blocks which were not sold at the auction on
21 July 1990?
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Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The lots not said at auction wil remain available for sale at the upset price in
accordance with section 41A of the Land Act. Depending upon future sales,
the position will be reviewed and appropriate marketing strategies adopted
according to the prevailing economic climate and the expected demand for
coastal residential lots.

AGENTS CONSULTATIVE PANEL - ESTABLISHMENT
Newsagents Appointment

867. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for Racing
and Gaming:

(1) Who established the Agents Consultative Panel?

(2) Who appoints newsagents to the Agents Consultative Panel?

(3) How often was the panel consulted on the new agents' agreement?

(4) On how many occasions was the Western Australian Accredited Newsagents
Association consulted on the new agents' agreement9

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied;

The Minister for Racing and Gaming has provided the following response -

(1)-(2)
The Lotteries Commission.

(3) Detailed discussion and consultation has been conducted on a regular
basis since the panel was formed in late 1989. The Lotteries
Commission has produced an explanatory booklet on the proposed
agreement which is presently with panel members for comment.

(4) The Western Australian Accredited Newsagents Association was
consulted formnally in late 1989. In addition, the consultative panel has
a representative from the executive of the Accredited Newsagents
Association. The explanatory booklet on the proposed agreement is
presently with the association for comment.

QUESTIONS - UNANSWERLED
Nos 602 and 796

868. Hon GEORGE CASK to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
Productivity and Labour Relations:

When may I expect an answer to question on notice No 602 and question on
notice No 796 dated 20 August 1990?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The following answer has been supplied by the Minister for Productivity and
Labour Relations -

The honourable member can expect an answer to Legislative Council question
on notice 602 and question on notice 796 dated 29 August 1990 when the
information requested has been researched and presented to me for
consideration, after which I will provide an appropriate response.

ROADS - GREAT NORTHERN HIGHWAY, WUBIN-MEEKATHARRA
Upgrading

876. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for Transport:

(1) Did the Government give a commitmnent before the last election to the
upgrading of the Great Northern Highway between Wubin arnd Meekatharra?

(2) If so, what was the commnitment?

(3) What funds have been spent on the Wubin-Meekatharra sector of the highway
in the 1988-89 and 1989-90 financial years and what was done with the
funds?
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(4) What funds are expected to be spent in the 1990.91 financial year and how are
they to be spent?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1)-(2)
Great Northern Highway is pant of the National Highway system for
which the federal Government has accepted responsibility for funding
all works. The Federal Government has as its objective the widening
of the narrow seal sections on Great Northern Highway by 1994. This
includes the Wubin-Meekatharra section. The State Government
supports this objective and has an ongoing program to widen this
section of highway to a two lane sealed standard. The rate of
completion of the widening program is dependent on the National
Highway funding level and the need for improvements on other
sections of the National Highway.

(3) Ink 1988-89 about $0.64 million was spent on routine and specific
maintenance projects, and $2.70 million on construction projects
including the reconstruction of 15.2 kilometres bet-ween Meekatharra
and the Bluebird mine. In 1989-90 about $0.68 million was spent on
routine and specific maintenance projects, and $4.2 million on
construction projects including the reconstruction of 19.6 kilometres
between the Bluebird mine and the Nannmne mine.

(4) The Federal Government has only recently advised the 1990-91
National Highway allocation. Details of the works program are
currently being finalised.

MINES DEPARTMENT - FEES AND CHARGES
Public Counter - Survey and M'!apping Division

878. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General representing the Minister for Mines:

(I) Has the Department of Mines survey and mapping division introduced a
service fee for members of the public who attend the public couniter to
purchase copies of plans and other departmental records?

(2) If the answer is yes, what is the hourly rate for being served at the public
counter?

(3) When was this charge introduced?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Minister for Mines has provided the following answer -

(1) A service charge of $5 was introduced at the surveys and mapping
division counter on I July 1990 for members of the public who require
archival, underground mine plan or survey information. The charge
does not apply for general inquiries or to the purchase of standard
maps sold by the department.

(2) Where consultation ina excess of 30 minutes is involved or research is
required to be undertaken, an hourly charge of $37.70 is applied, This
has applied for many years and is a seven per cent increase on last
year's charge of $35 per hour.

(3) Answered in (1) and (2) above.

MV "OCEAN CREDIT' - CARGO

879. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

What tonnage, volume and type of cargo has been cardied by the MV Ocean
Credit from the commencement of the vessel's charter at Singapore in late
July until its sailing from Fremantle on or about 10 September 1990?
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

Voyage I ex South"East Asia - 15 Containers dry cargo
I Container reefer cargo

1149 Cu.M. pipes and tinter

Voyage 2 North and South -111 Containers dry cargo
5 Containers reefer cargo

738 Cu.M. sawn timber
STATESHIPS - SOUTHWEST CHARTERING CO

Fee Payments
880. Hon GEORGE CASK to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for

Transport:
(1) Further to question on notice No 608 of 21 August 1990. what brokerage or

other fees have been paid by Stateships to Southwest Chartering Co during
each of the last three financial years'?

(2) What are the reasons for such payments?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(I) In 1987-88 -nil
In 1988-89-SI1 012
In 1989-90 - nil.

(2) Brokerage fee on cargo fixture involving trial shipment of Byrites
from Tasmania to South East Asia.

STATESIPS - CHARTER POLICY
Three Additional Vessels

881. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

Further to question on notice 502 of 3 July 1990, the Minister has advised that
the University of Woolongong Centre for Transport Policy Analysis has
unidertaken an evaluation of the economic benefits of Stateships, services to
Western Australia. Given that part of the process of corporate and strategic
planning is to formulate future policy, what policy exists when the recent
decision was made to charter an additional three vessels for a 10 year period
in addition to the existing Scateships charter arrangements?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

The charter of the three vessels built at A.S.I. (WA) Pty Ltd reflects the policy
of replacing the larger ships in the Stateships' fleet with smaller, more
versatile and economic vessels.

STATES HIPS - SOUTHWEST CHARTERING CO
Broker Arrangement

882. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

Further to question on notice 609 of 21 August 1990, will the Minister
advise -

(I) If any arrangement was made by Stateships with the German interests
to use Southwest Chartering Co as brokers?

(2) If so, will the Minister provide details?

Hon GRAH4AM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for. Transport has provided the following response -
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(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

PORTS AND HARBOURS - FREMANTLE PORT AUTHORITY
Inner Harbour Dredging and Rous Head Project Debt

883. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

Further to question on notice 709, would the Minister advise -

(1) Which organisation or group owes the Fremantle Port Authority
$8 061 million in respect of the inner harbour dredging and Rous Head
Industrial Park project?

(2) For what period has the debt been outstanding?

(3) Is the debt accruing interest?

(4) If so, at what rate?

(5) If not, why not?

Hon GRAH-AM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1) The Department of Land Administration has undertaken the lead role
in arranging the removal of marine lease encumbrances from Crown
land situated between the traffic bridges at North Frernantle and for
the sale of that land. It is intended that the net funds from the sale of
the land - estimated at $8.061 million - be transferred to the State
Treasury for appropriate allocation to the Fremantle Port Authority.

(2) The $8.061 million does not constitute an outstanding debt to -the
Fremantle Port Authority. Its transfer to the Fremantle Port Authority
has always been subject to the sale of the Crown land located between
the traffic bridges at North Fremantle.

Negotiations for the sale of that land have been based on a licensed
valuation and the need to free the land of marine lease encumbrances.
The negotiations have taken 18 months, but are now close to
finalisation.

(3)-(5)
Not applicable.

STATE ENGINEERING WORKS - DEPARTMENT OF LAND ADMINISTRATION
Land Sale

886. Hon MAX EVANS to the Minister for Lands:

(1) Is the State Engineering Works vested in the Minister's department?
(2) If so, what is the nature of works being done?

(3) Why was this not done before it was sold to Mr Hodg son by WADC?
(4) What will be the cost?

(5) How will the land be sold, by tender or Landcorp?

Hon KAY HALLAH4AN replied:

(1) No.

(2)-(5)
Not applicable.
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HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS - KUNUNIJRRA
Value

890. Hon P.M. LOCKYER to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Agriculture:

What was the value of horticulture products produced and sold from
Kununurra mn -

(a) 1985;

(b) 1986;

(c) 1987;

(d) 1988: and
(e) 1989?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Agriculture has provided the following response -

The Department of Agriculture has estimated the gross value of horticultural
products marketed from the Ord River irrigation area as -

1985 $2.9 million
1986 $3.9 million
1987 $4.7 million
1988 $8.2 million
1989 $ 12.9 million

ROADS - EXMOUTH-CORAL BAY ROAD
Opening Date

891. Hon P.1-i LOCKYER to the Minisrer for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

(t) Has a date been set for the opening of the new Exmourh-Coral Bay road?

(2) If so, when and where will it be held?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1)42)
The road is expected to be completed by mid-November 1990. No
date or location have been set for the opening at this stage.

HOUSING - ABORIGIINES
Temporary Housing. Newman

893. HNon P.H. LOCKYER to the Minister for Planning representing the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) H-as any area been set aside in Newman to provide temporary housing for
Aborigines?

(2) Where is that area?

(3) Has the matter been discussed and agreed to by the East Pilbara Shire
Council?

Ron KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has provided the following reply -

(1) yes.

(2) On land being made available by Mt Newman Mining within its
mining lease ML 244 SA. The land is to the north west of the
intersection of Newman Drive and the Great Northern Highway.

(3) Yes.
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WITTEN0OM RACE CLUB - 1991 RACE MEETING
897. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to the Minister for Police representing the Mitnister for Racing

and Gaming:

(1) Will the Wintenoomn Race Club be allowed to conduct a race meeting a;
Wittenoom in 1991?

(2) If not, has the Government directed the WATC not to allow the Wihtenoomn
Race Club to operate a race meeting in 1991 or was the decision taken by the
WATC?

(3) Did the Government direct the WATC not to provide a WATC steward for
their 1990 meeting?

(4) If so, why?

...Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Racing and Gaming has provided the following response -

(1) Any request from the Wittenoom Race Club for a 1991 race date will
be considered by the Western Australian Turf Club.

(2)-(4)
The Governrrent has not directed the Western Australian Turf Club on
any matter concerning the Wittenoom Race Club.

ROADS - GIBB RIVER ROAD
Upgrading Assistance

899. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

What steps are being taken to assist the West Kimberley and Wyndharn-East
Kimnberley Shire Councils on the Main Roads Department upgrade of the
Gibb River Road?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

The Derby-Gibb River Road is classified as a main road and the responsibility
of the Main Roads Department. The Gibb River-Wyndharn Road is an
unclassified road and the responsibility of the Shire of Wyndham-East
Kimberley. The department allocates funds to assist council with the
management of this road. In 1990-91, $300 000 has been allocated to council
for improvements and maintenance.

WATER BORING - KIMBERLEY AREA
Pastora lists' Assistance Applications

900. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Agriculture:

(1) What is the procedure for pastoralists to apply for assistance with water
boring requirements in drought stricken areas of the Kimberley?

(2) How long between receiving the request and permission to drill is given?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Agriculture has provided the following reply -

(I) A copy of "Approved Guidelines for Kimberley Pastoralists Drought
Aid Package 1990-91' has been sent to the honourable member's
office and to all Kimberley pastoralists who have been drought
declared.

(2) The guidelines reconmmend that requests be submitted to the secretary
of the WA Drought Consultative Committee by the end of September
1990. Once received the requests will be assessed by the Governiment
geologist and some sites will have to be visited. It is anticipated that
all approvals will be given by 30 October 1990.

A 777 11-3
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* PORTS AND HARBOURS - PORT OF BUNBITRY
Sherrard. Mr - Marine Surveying Work

904. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:

What is the Minister's response to the queries raised by correspondence from
Mr Sherrard concerning marine surveying work at the Port of Bunbury?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

Unfortunately, the original correspondence from Mr Sherrard was misplaced.
However, the matters raised by him are now being investigated. When I have
received the result of the investigation I will be in a position to respond to
Mr She rrard.

MV "ROBERTA JULL" - WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION
H-and Over Date - Stareships Charter

907. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Transport:
(1) On what date was the MV Roberta Jail handed over to Wesrpac Banking

Corporation?
(2) On what date did the vessel commence her 10 year charter to Stateships?

(3) What was the final cost of the MV Roberta Jail?
(4) Is there any provision for cancelling the charter before the expiration of the

10 year charter period?
(5) If so, on what conditions?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following response -

(1)-(2)
4 September 1990.

(3) The final cost (as distinct from the shipbuilding contract price) is the
product of the contract price, steel rebate considerations, import duties.
exchange rate variations, contract variations and supervision etc. less
the value of any capital grant received by the owner.

These matters are yet to be fmnalised. but the current information
indicates a final cost of some A$ 12.7 million, excluding interest
during construction.

(4) Yes. The charter may be cancelled on the Fifth Charter Hire due date.

(5) Subject to the payment of all of the future charter lure immediately
upon cancellation.

WESTERN AUJSTRAUIAN TOURISM COMMISSION - ANNUAL REPORT 1989
Compiling and Printing Cost

915. Hon I.N. CALDWELL to the Minister for Police representing the Minister for
Tourism:

(1) Can the Minister detail the cost of compiling and printing the 1989 Annual
Report of the Western Australian Tourism Comimission?

(2) How many copies were printed?
(3) Were copies sent to most local government councillors in WA?

(4) Were copies sent to all regional tourism authorities?
(5) Was artist Jimmy Pike commissioned to do artwork in the report and if so

what was his fee?
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Tourism has provided the following response -

(1) $24350.
(2) 3 500.

(3)-(4)
Yes.

(5) No. However, existing artwork of Jimmy Pike was used. The fee was
$2000.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

The PRESIDENT: Order! Before we commence I bring to the attention of the House
that Standing Order No 71 says that by special indulgence of the Councli a
member unable conveniently to stand by reason of sickness or infirnity will
be permitted to speak while sitting. I see that the Leader of the House is in
some pain and I suggest to him that, if he is in pain, he need not stand.

QUESTION 571 - SALOMON BROTHERS' VALUATION
First Valuation

637. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

I have given some notice of this question. I refer to the Attorney General's
answer to question 571 of 12 September 1990 and ask -

(I) Did Salomon Brothers conduct a first valuation, to which the Attorney
General referred in his answer to the question?

(2) If not, who conducted the first valuation, about which the Attorney
General claimed in his answer to question 571 that "it is on record in
innumerable places'?

(3) Will the Attorney indicate the innumerable places to which he refers?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

Mr President, thank you for your consideration, but it may pay me to remain
mobile for the time being.
I thank the Leader of the Opposition for some advance notice of this question.
As my answer to question 571 indicated, I was referring to my recollection of
comuments made by the Premier during a discussion on 24 April 1988. My
answer explicitly made the point, and I quote -

... I cannot say whether Salomon Brothers was mentioned at the dine.

In respect of the numbered questions I advise as follows -

(1) 1 have asked the Deputy Premier, as Minister responsible for the State
Government Insurance Commission, to inquire as to the facts on any
valuation which the SOWC had available to it on the relevant date.

The Deputy Premier returned from overseas only today and has
indicated that he has not been able to put his attention to the question
but will do so as soon as possible.

(2)-(3)
My comment in respect of earlier references on the record related to
the number of times that Salomon Brothers had been referred to.
Those, I amt sure, will be known to members. Subject to the advice to
come from the Deputy Premier, it may well be that I mistakenly put
together two separate matters. That possibility was, of course,
envisaged by my reservations in respect of the answer to question 571.
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BELL GROUP SHARES AND CONVERTIBLE BONDS - NATIONAL COMPANIES
AND SECURITIES COMMIISSION INQUIRY

Hearing Costs and Expenses
638. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for

Finance and Economic Management;

I have given some notice of this question. I refer the Leader of the House to
the terms of settlement in the matter of a hearing into the acquisition and
disposal of certain securities in Bell Group Ltd and into an agreement to
underwrite certain convertible bonds in Bell Group Ltd conducted by the
National Companies and Securities Commission. Can he advise what
proportion and what amount of the NCSC costs and expenses of and
incidental to the NCSC hearing were met by the State Government Insurance
Commission or any other Government authority?

Hon i.M. BERINSON replied:

I am advised by the Minister for Finance and Economic Development that the
SGIC and Treasury are unaware of any contribution to the NCSC.

EDWARDS, MR KEVIN - MTCHELL, MR
Meeting, 25 April 1988 -Earlier Meeting

639. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

(1) At the Attorney General's meeting on 25 April 1988 with Messrs Edwards
and Mitchell, was he aware that Mr Edwards had come from an earlier
meeting'?

(2) If so. did he know anything about what that meeting concerned?

I-on J.M. BERINSON replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.

STATE ENGINEERING WORKS - DEPARTIMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY

640. Hon MAX EVANS to the Minister for Lands:

The Minister gave me a clear and concise answer to my question 886 about
whether the State Engineering Works was vested in the Minister's
department-, the answer was no. Could the Minister advise me in which
department the State Engineering Works is vested?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

Not off hand, I am sorry.

Hon Max Evans: You said you would provide an answer.

Hon KAY HALLAHAN: I dtd give an answer to the question. I am happy to make
inquiries and let the member know.

WA [NC - ROYAL COMMfISSION

641. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Police:

I refer to the Minister's public statements in recent days that public opinion
polls indicate that 67.9 per cent of people surveyed favour a reduction in the
legal blood alcohol level from 0.08 to 0-05, and that that justifies the
Government's legislation on this matter before the Parliament. In view of the
even more overwhelming public support - in excess of 80 per cent - for a
Royal Commission into WA Inc. will the Minister show consistency in his
logic and join the call for a wide ranging Royal Commission into all aspects
of WA Inc?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

I cannot give any credence to the figure that has been suggested by the
member opposite. I can give credence to the figure I have used. Indeed. it
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was provided by a very creditable and independent source, and I stand by the
figure. I am a bit disappointed, because consistently I have sought bipartisan
support on the manner in which we address matters of road safety, and I have
sought to stay away from the politics that perhaps one could get into, and I
will continue with that policy.

EDWARDS, MR KEVIN - MEETING, 25 APRIL 1988

642. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

At the Attorney General's meeting on the afternoon of 25 April 1988 with the
Premier and Mr Edwards, was any understanding reached about what
Mr Edwards would do as a result of the meeting?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

I have absolutely no recollection of any such arrangement.

MARIJUANA - INFRINGEMENT NOTICES REPORT
Accuracy

643. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Police:
I refer to an article in this morning's newspaper regarding the issue of casual
cannabis users being fined by way of infringement notices, and ask -

(I) Is the report accurate?
(2) If yes, how does the Minister intend to proceed in addressing this

matter?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
( l)-(2)

1[thank the member for the question. The article is accurate, and I will come
back to that in a minute.

I read another article - I think it was during the weekend, or thereabouts -
which was put to me by a journal ist for some comment, which [ understand
was not accurate, and the person who had commented had been taken out of
context. I was pleased about that because that article inferred that most police
officers and politicians were users of marijuana. I do not know any member
of Parliament from either side who uses marijuana. That does not mean to say
they do not, but I do not know of any; nor do I know of any police officers
who use marijuana. Someone made the suggestion that it might improve this
place if we did.

This is a serious issue that I have been considering for some time. Indeed, I
have discussed the matter with various police officers. I am of the view that
we can address the soft or victimless end of marijuana use by way of
infringement notices. It would be an improvement in the procedures and the
manner in which we deal with these soft offences.
I envisage their being dealt with in a similar way to that in which we deal with
street drinkinig, which I am told by the police has been very successful.

In addressing this issue I intend to establish an informal committee of both
Houses with representation from both sides. I expect to put four members on
the committee and have them review the data and make recommendations to
me. We take a risk in doing these things, but I am prepared to do that in this
matter because it is something which we can address on an informal basis
with representation firom both Houses and both sides of the political fence.
I hope that at the end of the process we might find some support for dealing
with these offences by way of infringement notices. I am sure that approach
would be of significant benefit to the police and to the court system without in
any way diminishing the offences. I certainly do not intend considering the
decrimninalisation of those matters.
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BELL GROUP SHARES - NATIONAL COMPANIES AND SECURITIES
COMMISSION INQUIRY

Valuation Meeting

644. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

I refer to paragraph 21(a) of the National Companies and Securities
Commuission report into the acquisition of Bell Shares by the State
Governiment Insurance Commission and Bond Corporation. It concerns the
evidence upon which the commission came to its tentative view that there
may have been an understanding between the SGIC and Bond Corporation.
The conmmission noted that, on 25 April 1988. representatives from the SOIC
and Bond Corporation met to discuss the matter of the valuation of Bell
Group shares. Does the Attorney General know anything of that meeting?
Does he know who represented the SOIC and who represented Bond
Corporation?

HonJ.Mv. BERINSON replied:

Obviously I do not have the memorandum in front of me, but it occurs to me
that the National Companies and Securities Commission may have been
referring to the meeting which I have mentioned in this House on a number of
occasions. That was the meeting which Mr Mitchell of Bond Corporation
attended in my office. I have indicated that Mr Kevin Edwards was present
also. I cannot say that I saw him as a State Government Insurance
Commission representative. From my memory of the meeting I do not think
that he participated. In any event that is the only meeting of which I am
aware. If' that is the meeting to which paragraph 21 (a) is directed, it tends to
give a rather different impression of that event than I have.

MARINA - CURTIS BAY. DUNSBOROUOH
Onshore Development. Meelup Reserve - Environmental Review and

Management Assessment

645. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Planning:
(1) Will a full environmental review and management programn assessment be

undertaken for -

(a) the proposed marina at Curtis Bay. Dunsborough: and

(b) the associated onshore development, part of the Meelup reserve?

(2) If not, why not?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

As I understand the position. the Environmental Protection Authority
establishes the level of environmental assessment of any proposed
developments. That would be the position in this case as well. All I can
suggest to the honrourable member is that if he would like to put the question
on notice I will get the Minister for the Environment to provide the
information.

MITCHELL, MR - MEETING
Premier's Request

646. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

(1) Did the Attorney General meet Mr Mitchell at the request of the then
Premier, Mr Peter Dowding?

(2) If so, what was the nature of the request, and how was it made?

(3) If not. how did he know to meet Mr Mitchell?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

(1)-(3)
I cannot be certain, but I am pretty sure that this is a matter which has also
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been canvassed previously. The question arose from the initial discussion of
this matter on 24 April. 1 have already referred to that as the first occasion on
which I had any knowledge of this proposal, and it arose from a discussion
which had originally been organised for quite unrelated matters. In the course
of that discussion with the Premier - and that was at his home - he mentioned
that Bond Corporation had indicated its willingness to make available its own
basis of valuation. I do not believe Mr Mitchell's name was mentioned to me
at that timne: it would not have meant anything if it had been. I assume firom
subsequent events that the Premier arranged through Mr Kevin Edwards that
Mr Mitchell would meet me for that purpose.

SWAN BREWERY SITE - ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS CULTURAL MATERIALS
COMMrITTEE

Wagyl Site Evaluation
647. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister Planning representing the Minister

for Aboriginal Affairs:
(I) Has the Aboriginal Cultural Materials Committee completed its evaluation of

the cultural significance of the Wagyl site in the locality of the old Swan
Brewery building in Mounts Bay Road?

(2) Has the report been received by the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and
considered by Cabinet?

(3) If yes, what is the status of the old Swan Brewery site under sections 17 and
18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1)-(3)

The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has provided the following response -

The answer to questions (1 )-(3) is no.
MEETING, 24 APRIL 1988 - PREMIER'S HOME

Attendance
648. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General;

In relation to the meeting at the Premier's home on 24 April, who else was
present and what was discussed?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

No-one else was present. I do not remember the other matters which were
discussed. I simply have a general recollection that I had originally gone
there to discuss matters relating to my own portfolio.

SIJBIACO RESERVE - VESTING AGREEMENT
649. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Lands:

(1) Can the Minister inform the House whether a satisfactory agreement has been
reached between Subiaco City Council, the Western Australian Football
Commission and Subiaco Football and Sportsmans' Club over the vesting of
the Subiaco reserve?

(2) If no, has the Minister been called upon to arbitrate on the matter, in
accordance with the Reserves and Land Revestrnent Act recently passed by
this Parliament?

Hon KAY HALLAI4AN replied:
(I )-(2)

I gave a response to this question a very short time ago and I indicated then
that I understood negotiations were proceeding. My presumption is that they
are proceeding satisfactorily. At the grand final on Sunday I met with
members who are pretty significant in that debate and who represent the
Western Australian Football League, and certainly others firom the Subiaco
City Council. I do not recall meeting anybody from the Subiaco Football and
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Sportsmen's club. No-one mentioned that the negotiations were running into
problems. I have no doubt that if the matter comes to an impasse I shall be
called upon to arbitrate, as was indicated would be the case. I have not had
my advice updated since the honourable member asked his last question, but I
understand that negotiations axe still proceeding.

Hon Barry House: Is there not a two month time limit?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN: I thank the member for bringing that point to my attention.
I shall follow it up and see whether we are outside the time limit we have set.
and what should be done about it.

BELL GROUP SHARES - MEETINGS. 24. 25 APRIL 1988
State Government Insurance Commission - Purchase Reason

650. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General:

At any of his meetings on 24 and 25 April 1988 was any reason ever given to
the Attorney General for why the SOIC wished to purchase such a substantial
number of shares in the Bell Group and, if so, what was that reason?

Hon 3.M. BERINSON replied:
I take this to be a question relating to my understanding of the purpose of the
purchase. Much the same question was asked and answered in the course of
the McCusker inquiry. That - and other references to the SCIC in the
McCusker report - is an important response to complaints by the Opposition
as recently as today that the approach of the inquiry was too narrow. My
understanding of the proposal at the time was that the SGIC was proceeding
on the basis of various commuercial considerations. In the first place the
purchase of shares at $2.50 was regarded by the SGIC as a good commercial
buy. Indeed in ordinary circumstances it should have been. Secondly the
purchase was seen as having the potential to strengthen the security of a large
SGIC deposit with Rothwells. As I understood the position, that arose from
the fact that the Bell organisation also had substantial funds on deposit with
Rothwells, as did Bond Corporation. Obviously the SOIC was hoping that
there would be a comnmon interests by all three groups to ensure the stability
of Rothwells by. for example, an orderly rather than a haphazard withdrawal
of deposits.
I have deliberately referred to a 'hope' rather than an 'expectation" by the
SGIC. as it was stressed to me from the outset -and I refer here to my
discussion on the 24th with the Premier - that nothing in the nature of prior
agreements with other parties could be contemplated in view of the takeover
provisions of the Companies Code. Because the purchase was dealt with
throughout as an SGIC and not a Government proposal, I have to concede that
I did not pursue the extent of inquiries or seek advice as I otherwise would
have done. Needless to say. in view of subsequent events, that was most
unfortunate.
I should stress finally that the matters I have referred to represent my
understanding at the time as I now recall it. It may not represent the actual
position completely accurately, both because I did not discuss the issue with
the SGIC board myself and because two and a half years have passed with so
much said and done since that period that it becomes difficult to isolate
particular events or conversations. As I indicated at the outset, a question and
answer in much the same form was part of the McCusker inquiry, and the
SCIC purchase of shares was, of course, referred to in that report.

BELL GROUP SHARES - NATIONAL COMPANIES AND SECURITIES
COMMISSION INQUWRY

Bond Corporation - .51 million Penairy

651. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:
(1) When did the Attorney General first become aware that the NCSC intended to

impose a $1 million penalty on the Bond Corporation for the corporation's
involvement in the purchase of certain Bell Group shares?
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(2) What advice or comnment did the Attorney General or any other Governm-ent
Minister make to the NCSC in respect of the proposed $1 million penalty to
be imposed on the Bond Corporation?

(3) Did the Attorney General conmmunicate in any way with the NCSC aver this
matter?

(4) If so, when?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

I thank the Leader of the Opposition for some notice of the question. The
reply is as follows -

(1) On 3June 1988.

(2) As best I can recollect the events on that day. I agreed with a view
conveyed to Ministers by SGIC legal representatives that a payment in
the nature of a penalty was inconsistent with the commercial
settlement being negotiated.

(3 )-(4)
I do not recall any communication by me directly with the NCSC on
this matter.

LAND ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT - MIDLAND RELOCATION
652. Hon FRED MCKENZIE to the Minister for Lands:

Can the Minister advise what progress has been achieved in relocating the
Department of Land Administration at Midland?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

I thank the member for some notice of the question. Of course, Midland is in
the heartland of the member's electorate.
This move is an important one and involves the relocation of a major
Government department which at present is housed in nine separate city
locations and employs about 800 staff. The move will generate savings to the
taxpayers of about $9.5 million, largely derived from lower accommodation
costs. The move will also boost the development of Midland as a regional
Centre.

The Government has settled on a site at Morrison Road mn Midland. which
was nominated by the Shire of Swan. The shire has been very enthusiastic
about the relocation of the Department of Land Administration to Midland
and has done all it can to project the attractions of Midland as a workplace for
departmental employees.

Expressions of interest have been invited for the building of the new offices
on the site. The closing date for expressions of interest is 28 September at
3.00 pm. We expect thai it will take about two and a half years to erect the
office budding and to undertake the relocation of staff. Discussions have
taken place with the Civil Service Association and full consultation witl
continue to take place with staff members so that they can consider what the
move to Midland will involve.

My hope is that, by the time we reach the relocation stage, officers who do not
want to go to Midland wdi have arranged a transfer to another department,
thus obviating the need for them to travel. Perhaps staff working in other
departments may prefer to live that side of the city and can be offered the
opportunity to move with the department.
The move represents a major initiative and will not be without some
difficulty. However, it is an important move in the Government's policy to
build up regional centres.
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LAND ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT - MIDLAND RELOCATION
Shopfr~onr Location

653. I-on MAX EVANS to the Minister for Lands:

(1) Where will the Department of Land Administration's shopfront be located?

(2) What will be the miodus operandi for the lodgrnent of documents, and for
receiving titles?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The shopfront location has not been identified;, we do not need to do that for
some time as we are looking two and a half years down the track. The move
to Midland is possible because of the department's advanced technology. The
department is a forerunner in Australia in its capacity to provide services.
Those services include those offered by the Land Titles Office, which is so
important to many people in the business of property transactions. When the
move is complete, people will be able to order such documents as titles
through their personal computers and fax machines. We will need a shopfront
which is conveniently situated and complementary to the move.

Services will be enhanced due to the advanced technology and capacity of the
department. Because it will be possible to request such documents an-line,
the hours of services will be much more flexible than present office hours.

LAND ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT - SITE. MORRISON ROAD-GREAT
NORTHERN HIGHWAY

Expressions of Interest
654. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Lands:

My question relates to the expressions of interest in the development of the
site on the corner of Morrison Road and Great Northern Highway for the
Department of Land Administration, Is it a condition of that development that
the developer assume responsibility for the leases of the buildings now
occupied by the department?

Hon KAY 1-ALLAHAN replied:

It would be wise for the member to place his question on notice. I will
provide the conditions that relate to the expressions of interest.

PLANNING - FOOTHILLS STRUCTURE
655. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Planning:

(1) Was a foothill structure concept prepared by M.F. Gray and Associates.
consultants to the Department of Planning and Urban Development, as part of
planning for the future growth-of the metropolitan area?

(2) Was a report subminted by M.F. Gray and Associates to the Department of
Planning and Urban Development in May of this year?

Hon KAY H-ALLAHAN replied:

(1 )-(2)
I would be happy to provide that information if the honourable member would
put it on notice.
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